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Abstract

Neutrino transport and neutrino−matter interactions are known to play an important role in the evolution of
neutron star mergers and of their post-merger remnants. Neutrinos cool remnants, drive post-merger winds, and
deposit energy in the low-density polar regions where relativistic jets may eventually form. Neutrinos also modify
the composition of the ejected material, impacting the outcome of nucleosynthesis in merger outflows and the
properties of the optical/infrared transients that they power (kilonovae). So far, merger simulations have largely
relied on approximate treatments of the neutrinos (leakage, moments) that simplify the equations of radiation
transport in a way that makes simulations more affordable but also introduces unquantifiable errors in the results.
To improve on these methods, we recently published a first simulation of neutron star mergers using a low-cost
Monte Carlo algorithm for neutrino radiation transport. Our transport code limits costs in optically thick regions by
placing a hard ceiling on the value of the absorption opacity of the fluid, yet all approximations made within the
code are designed to vanish in the limit of infinite numerical resolution. We provide here an in-depth description of
this algorithm, of its implementation in the SpEC merger code, and of the expected impact of our approximations
in optically thick regions. We argue that the last is a subdominant source of error at the accuracy reached by current
simulations and for the interactions currently included in our code. We also provide tests of the most important
features of this code.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Computational methods (1965); Neutron stars (1108); Neutrino astronomy
(1100); R-process (1324)

1. Introduction

The joint detection of gravitational waves and electro-
magnetic signals from the first confirmed neutron star merger
observation, GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2017; Kasliwal et al.
2017; Chornock et al. 2017; Smartt et al. 2017; Soares-Santos
et al. 2017; Cowperthwaite et al. 2017), recently demonstrated
the potential power of these systems to study general relativity,
nuclear physics, astrophysical nucleosynthesis, and the proper-
ties of compact objects. However, theoretical uncertainties in
the amount of mass ejected by a given merger (Krüger &
Foucart 2020) and its composition (Wanajo et al. 2014; Foucart
et al. 2018), radiation transport in that ejecta (Heinzel et al.
2021), the outcome of nucleosynthesis (Barnes & Kasen 2013),
and the energy released by nuclear reactions in the ejecta
(Barnes et al. 2016) limit the amount of information that we can
extract from merger observations.

Numerical simulations of neutron star mergers play an
important role in our ability to analyze these systems. Ideally,
we would like simulations that predict, for any binary merger,
the amount of matter ejected, as well as the composition,
velocity, and geometry of the outflows. Indeed, these are the
main determinant of the outcome of r-process nucleosynthesis
in the outflows (Lippuner & Roberts 2015) and of the
brightness, time evolution, and color of kilonovae (Barnes &
Kasen 2013). While numerical simulations of neutron star
mergers have made a lot of progress over the past two decades
(see, e.g., Baiotti & Rezzolla 2017; Shibata & Hotoke-
zaka 2019; Ciolfi 2020; Dietrich et al. 2021 for reviews), three
important problems continue to limit our ability to reliably

predict the properties of matter outflows: our inability to
resolve magnetic fields (Kiuchi et al. 2014), our approximate
treatment of neutrino transport (Foucart et al. 2018), and a lack
of consistency between merger and post-merger simulations
that makes it difficult to interpret the result of the longest 3D
post-merger simulations currently at our disposal (Siegel &
Metzger 2017; Fernández et al. 2019; Christie et al. 2019). We
will focus here on the issue of neutrino transport.
Neutrinos play a number of important roles in the evolution

of neutron star mergers, and particularly of their post-merger
remnants. First, neutrinos are the main source of cooling of
post-merger remnants, with neutrino luminosities peaking at
Lν∼ 1053–1054 ergs−1 and remaining at these levels for
∼10–100 ms (Sekiguchi et al. 2011; Foucart et al. 2016b;
Fujibayashi et al. 2020). Neutrino cooling plays a critical role
in setting the thermodynamical properties of post-merger
accretion disks, and in particular in limiting their typical
thickness to H/R∼ 0.2–0.3 during the first ∼100 ms of post-
merger evolution (Fernández et al. 2020). Second, emission
and absorption of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos (νe and
nē) modify the relative number of protons and neutrinos in the
post-merger remnant and matter outflows. This is typically
parameterized by the electron fraction Ye= np/(nn+ np), with
np,n the number density of protons and neutrons. The electron
fraction is a crucial parameter in determining the outcome of r-
process nucleosynthesis in the outflows and the color/duration
of kilonovae (Barnes & Kasen 2013; Lippuner &
Roberts 2015), and Ye tends to be strongly underestimated by
approximate transport schemes that do not properly account for
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neutrino absorption (Wanajo et al. 2014; Foucart et al. 2018).
Finally, neutrino–antineutrino pair annihilation in the low-
density polar regions can deposit a significant amount of
energy above the remnant (Just et al. 2016; Fujibayashi et al.
2017) and may contribute to the formation of a baryon-free
zone in that region and the eventual production of a
relativistic jet.

The inclusion of neutrino−matter interactions in merger
simulations remains a relatively recent event. A first leakage
scheme (Sekiguchi 2010), inspired from methods developed for
Newtonian disk simulations and supernovae (Ruffert et al.
1997; Rosswog & Liebendörfer 2003), was implemented about
a decade ago. Leakage algorithms provide order-of-magnitude
estimates of the energy and lepton number leaving from a given
point but do not easily account for transport of neutrinos from
one point to another and neutrino absorption (although more
advanced leakage schemes have been developed to approxi-
mately take these effects into account in Newtonian simula-
tions; Perego et al. 2016). The total neutrino luminosity can be
captured within factors of a few by a leakage scheme (Foucart
et al. 2016a), but the composition of the outflows cannot be
reliably measured in leakage simulations (Wanajo et al. 2014;
Foucart et al. 2016a). Leakage schemes, however, have the
distinct advantage of being inexpensive to use in simulations,
and they remain a common way to approximately treat neutrino
−matter interactions (Deaton et al. 2013; Neilsen et al. 2014;
Cipolletta et al. 2021).

Moment schemes are the most common way to approxi-
mately include neutrino transport in merger simulations, going
beyond the order-of-magnitude cooling captured by leakage
schemes. In a moment algorithm, we evolved moments of the
distribution function of neutrinos (taken in momentum space),
e.g., the energy density and momentum density of neutrinos
(Thorne 1980; Shibata et al. 2011). Approximate analytical
expressions are then used to close the transport equations,
providing higher-order moments and, for simulations using an
energy-integrated moment scheme, an estimate of the neutrino
energy spectrum. Moment simulations used in merger simula-
tions have so far used energy-integrated moments (Sekiguchi
et al. 2015; Foucart et al. 2015; Radice et al. 2016). Moment
schemes with an energy discretization have been used in
supernova simulations (Roberts et al. 2016) but may be difficult
to use and/or lack accuracy in systems with rapid changes in
the velocity of the background fluid. Moment schemes have the
advantage of being relatively simple to implement in relativistic
hydrodynamics simulations, because the form of the evolution
equations is very similar to what is used to evolve the fluid
variables. The cost of evolving neutrinos is comparable to the
cost of evolving the fluid, and moment schemes are expected to
be very accurate in optically thick regions. Their known
disadvantages include the strong dependence of the evolution
of Ye on the chosen neutrino energy spectrum (Foucart et al.
2016b), the creation of unphysical shocks in regions where
neutrino beams cross (typically in the polar regions; Foucart
et al. 2018), and the approximation required when computing
reaction rates that depend on the direction of propagation of
neutrinos (e.g., pair annihilation; Fujibayashi et al. 2017;
Foucart et al. 2018). More importantly, because moment
schemes do not converge to the correct solution to the
equations of radiation transport, we cannot reliably estimate
errors in simulations without comparing them to more
advanced radiation transport schemes. Moment schemes may

be sufficiently accurate for many of our current needs, but we
cannot verify whether this is the case without going further in
our modeling of neutrinos.
Going to an actual evolution of Boltzmann’s equations of

radiation transport is generally a more expensive proposition.
Boltzmann’s equation requires the evolution in time of a six-
dimensional distribution function for each species of neutrinos,
with stiff source terms that couple neutrinos to the fluid, as well
as couplings between neutrinos of different energy, direction of
propagation, and/or species. A brute-force discretization of this
equation on a 6D finite-difference grid is unlikely to be
affordable any time soon. A few alternative methods have been
proposed for neutron star mergers, including expansion of the
momentum space distribution onto spherical harmonics
(Radice et al. 2013), lattice-Boltzmann methods for radiation
transport (Weih et al. 2020), using Monte Carlo transport to
close the moment equations (Foucart 2018), and full Monte
Carlo transport of neutrinos (Foucart et al. 2020). So far, only
the last has been directly used in a merger simulation, with
comparison between Monte Carlo and moment evolutions
showing differences at the 10% level in most observables
(Foucart et al. 2020, in simulations that ignored pair
annihilation processes).
In this manuscript, we provide a detailed description of the

Monte Carlo radiation transport algorithm implemented in the
SpEC merger code,6 which we used in neutron star merger
simulations in Foucart et al. (2020). We discuss in particular
the approximations used to circumvent known issues with the
use of Monte Carlo algorithms in optically thick regions, which
are the main difficulty encountered when attempting to use
Monte Carlo methods in neutron star mergers. Our algorithm is
meant first and foremost to allow for affordable Monte Carlo
transport while retaining acceptable discretization and sampling
errors. We provide here discussions of the trade-offs that this
implies. In addition to the methods used in Foucart et al.
(2020), we also discuss a simple method to account for neutrino
pair annihilation in low-density regions in our Monte Carlo
simulations, as well as an important change in the choice of
time step used for neutrino propagation that reduces discretiza-
tion errors in regions of high scattering opacity. Section 2
discusses our numerical algorithm, while Section 3 presents
important tests of our methods. Table 1, at the end of this
manuscript, summarizes the symbols used in multiple sections
of this document.

2. Numerical Methods

2.1. Distribution Function

When evolving the equations of radiation transport in
general relativistic simulations, we aim to determine the
distribution function of particles f (t, x i, pμ). If we treat each
particle k as a well-localized point particle with position x tk

i ( )
and 4-momentum mp tk ( ), the distribution function is

å d d= - -mf t x p x x t p p t, , , 1i

k

i
k
i

i i
k3 3( ) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( )

where the sum is over all particles in our four-dimensional
spacetime, and pi

k are the spatial components of the
4-momentum of particle k. We note that while neither of the
Dirac distributions is covariant, their product is (see, e.g., Ryan

6 http://www.black holes.org/SpEC.html
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et al. 2015). The distribution function is thus a well-defined
scalar distribution.7

Practically, there are far too many particles to evolve each of
them individually. Most methods used to evolve f thus smooth
out the distribution function over a volume containing a large
number of particles and then discretize the distribution function
using, e.g., finite-difference or spectral methods. The distribu-
tion function then follows Boltzmann’s equation of radiation
transport
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with Gbg
a the Christoffel symbols of our spacetime. In this

equation, the left-hand side indicates that free-streaming
particles propagate along geodesics. The right-hand side
includes all collision terms. Boltzmann’s equation thus requires
us to evolve a six-dimensional function in time. Additionally,
the right-hand side includes terms coupling particles with
different momenta (scattering events), as well as potentially
stiff coupling terms between the particles and a hot/dense fluid
(emission/absorption). In the case of neutrinos, we also have a
separate distribution function for each species of neutrinos and
antineutrinos (n n n n n nm m t t, , , , ,e ē ¯ ¯ ), and these distribution
functions may themselves be coupled through collision terms
(e.g., pair annihilation). In a high-dimensional space, and for

problems lacking obvious symmetries, this quickly becomes
very expensive.8

Monte Carlo methods take a different approach to this
problem. In a Monte Carlo algorithm, we create np “super-
particles” (hereafter packets) that each represent a large number
of particles. Each packet has a single position and momentum.
We then approximate the distribution function as

å d d= - -m

=

f t x p N x x t p p t, , , 3i
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k
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with Nk the number of particles represented by packet k and

mx t p t,k
i k( ) ( ) its assumed position and 4-momentum. The

packets aim to provide an unbiased sample of the underlying
distribution function. Monte Carlo algorithms have the
advantage of being very adaptive: if most particles are in a
small region of phase space, then most packets will also be in
that region of phase space. At low resolution (i.e., for a small
number of packets), computational resources are used very
efficiently. The evolution of Monte Carlo packets is also fairly
intuitive: packets are emitted, move along geodesics, scatter,
and get absorbed as individual particles, with probabilities
chosen so that the packets remain, as much as possible, an
unbiased sample of the distribution function.
Monte Carlo methods also come with important drawbacks:

simulations become nondeterministic, the distribution function
at a given point of phase space is only known up to the
sampling noise of the method, that sampling noise converges
away very slowly with increased computational resources (as
-np

1 2), and the method can quickly become expensive (and
potentially unstable) in regions where the mean free path of the
particles is very small compared to the scale of the system
being studied. This last issue is what makes Monte Carlo
methods difficult to implement for neutrino transport in merger
simulations: the hot, dense regions formed during the merger of
two neutron stars cannot be evolved without significant
modifications to standard Monte Carlo methods.
In the following sections, we provide an in-depth description

of the general relativistic Monte Carlo algorithm for neutrino
transport implemented in the SpEC merger code, and we
discuss the strategies used in that code to mitigate the cost of
evolving regions where neutrinos are strongly coupled to the
fluid. We note that at this point our algorithm is mainly
designed to keep the cost of simulations manageable.
Accordingly, many of the choices made in the development
of this algorithm are optimized for simulations using a small
number of Monte Carlo packets. We will attempt to point out
where better choices could be made in the future as more
computational resources become available. Nevertheless, the
methods are designed so that increased computational
resources allow us to solve Boltzmann’s equation more and
more accurately. This is an important distinction with respect to
approximate transport schemes such as the two-moment
formalism that has so far been the state of the art for neutrino
transport in merger simulations (Wanajo et al. 2014; Sekiguchi
et al. 2016; Foucart et al. 2015, 2016b): even with infinite

Table 1
Commonly Used Symbols and Notations (We List Here Symbols Used in More

Than One Section)

Symbols Interpretation

x i, pμ Spatial coordinates, 4-momentum
t Time coordinate
τ Proper time in the reference frame of the fluid
V Coordinate volume of a grid cell
gμν Spacetime metric
g Determinant of spacetime metric
α, β i, γij Lapse, shift, spatial metric
ρ, T, Ye, u

μ Fluid density, temperature, electron fraction, and 4-velocity
Tμν,fl Stress-energy tensor of the fluid

f (t, x i, pi) Neutrino distribution function
νe, νa, νx Electron neutrinos, electron antineutrinos, heavy-lepton

neutrinos (muon and tau [anti]neutrinos grouped together)
η, κa, κs Emissivity, absorption opacity, scattering opacity as read

from NuLib tables
h k k¢ ¢ ¢, ,a s Emissivity, absorption opacity, scattering opacity after

implicit Monte Carlo corrections
J, Hμ Energy density and momentum density of neutrinos in the

fluid frame
np Total number of Monte Carlo packets in the simulation
np,target, nc,target Desired number of packets in the simulation (np) and within

an optically thick cell (nc)
Nk Number of neutrinos represented by packet ‘k’
νk Fluid-frame energy of individual neutrinos in packet ‘k’

Δt Full time step in simulation coordinates
D ¢t Full time step in the fluid frame
Δtc Light-crossing time of a grid cell
Δta,s Time to first absorption/scattering event

7 This treats neutrinos as classical point particles, which of course is not
correct, but this will be sufficient for our simulations.

8 Including neutrino oscillations would be even costlier and has only been
done so far in post-processing, e.g., in Malkus et al. (2012) and Wu et al.
(2016). Neutrino oscillations could nevertheless play a role in setting the
composition of some merger outflows.
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computational resources, the two-moment formalism would not
converge to a solution of Boltzmann’s equation.

2.2. Stress-energy Tensor and Moments

In our Monte Carlo algorithm, we will often need to
calculate the stress-energy tensor of neutrinos, as well as
various moments of their distribution function. The general
relativistic stress-energy tensor is, in the Monte Carlo
formalism (Ryan et al. 2015),

å d=
-

-mn
m n

=

T t x N
p p

g p
x x t, , 4i

k

n

k

k k

k
t

i
k
i

1

3
p

( ) ( ( )) ( )

with g the determinant of the spacetime metric. An observer
with 4-velocity uμ measures the corresponding energy density
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with n = - m
mp uk

k the energy of neutrinos in packet k as
measured by our observer. The average energy density within a
region of coordinate volume V (e.g., a grid cell) is then

å
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k
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with the sum now including only packets located within the
volume V. Similarly, the average linear momentum
Hα=− Tμ νuμ(gνα+ uνuα) measured by an observer with
4-velocity uμ is
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By construction, Hαu
α= 0. To couple particles with the fluid,

we will also need to compute terms of the form

ò kdt J, 8( )

with κ an opacity that depends on the position and momentum
of a particle. We get
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with κk the opacity experienced by packet k, which we assume
to be constant during a time step in our algorithm, and Δtk the
time interval within the integration domain during which
packet k existed. If we now compute the average value of this
integral within a grid cell of volume V, we get

ò åk k
n

=
-

D
Î

dt J N
g Vp

t . 10
k V

k k
k

k
t k

2

( )

Typically, we will calculate these quantities either in the fluid
frame (where uμ is the fluid velocity) or in the simulation frame
(uμ= nμ, with nμ the unit normal to a constant-t slice).

2.3. Overview of the Algorithm

The Monte Carlo algorithm implemented in the SpEC code
evolves the equations of radiation transport coupled to
Einstein’s equation of general relativity and to the general
relativistic equations of (magneto)hydrodynamics. The

methods used to evolve the metric and fluid variables are
described in more detail in Duez et al. (2008) and Foucart et al.
(2013). The metric is evolved using pseudospectral methods,
and the fluid is evolved using high-order shock capturing
methods on a separate finite-volume grid with fixed mesh
refinement (nested cubes, with each level of refinement
decreasing the grid spacing by a factor of 2). The main
improvement made to our code since the publication of Foucart
et al. (2013) is that we now allow the metric and fluid evolution
to use different time steps and different time stepping methods.
In merger simulations that include neutrino transport, the
metric is generally evolved using a third-order Runge–Kutta
algorithm with adaptive time stepping, while the fluid uses a
second-order Runge–Kutta algorithm with fixed Courant
factor; these choices can, however, be modified at run time.
For example, higher-order methods for the evolution of the
fluid are used in simulations with higher accuracy requirements
and less microphysics, e.g., the simulations used to test and
calibrate gravitational wave models (Foucart et al. 2019). The
time step may also be reduced to ensure stability of the control
system used to keep the center of the compact objects fixed on
our grid, and/or to keep the excised region around a black hole
singularity as a sphere of constant radius in grid coordinates
(Hemberger et al. 2013). The time step on the pseudospectral
grid is always smaller than or equal to the time step on the
finite-volume grid, and each finite-volume grid step corre-
sponds to an integer number of pseudospectral time steps. The
metric terms needed for the evolution of the fluid and the fluid
variables needed to construct the stress-energy tensor are
communicated between our two grids at the end of each finite-
volume time step and linearly extrapolated in time using the
last two communicated values when values at different times
need to be estimated.
As neutrinos exchange momentum with the fluid, their

evolution is most tightly linked to the fluid grid. In our code,
neutrino packets are assigned to a specific cell of the finite-
volume grid, and all neutrinos in a given cell are evolved on the
same processor. However, that processor is not necessarily the
same as the one evolving the fluid variables. Initially, the
Monte Carlo packets are evolved on the same processor as the
fluid cell they live in, but as the evolution proceeds, some cells
may be “loaned” to other processors to improve load balancing.
This is crucial to maintain good performance of the code: in
typical simulations, most of the Monte Carlo packets are
located close to the hottest regions of the fluid, and keeping the
packets tied to the processor evolving the corresponding fluid
cell quickly leads to very poor load balancing and wasted
computational resources.
The Monte Carlo algorithm is called at the end of each time

step taken on the finite-volume grid and uses a split time step
algorithm. Schematically, the algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. Check the time difference Δt between the current time
and the end of the last Monte Carlo step. If
D < Dt C tc,min, with Dtc,min the shortest light-crossing
time of the cells on the finite-volume grid, the algorithm
does nothing. Otherwise, we proceed to Step 2. We
typically choose C= 0.5.

2. Zero all variables used to keep track of momentum
transfers between the neutrinos and the fluid, and send the
fluid and metric variables needed for the evolution of the
neutrinos from the processors owning the fluid data to the
processor responsible for the evolution of neutrinos. All

4
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communications are performed using asynchronous
Message Passing Interface (MPI) calls that only involve
those two processors. The algorithm can proceed to Step
3 as soon as all MPI send and receive requests on a
processor have been posted, but before the data expected
from all other processors are actually received.

3. Compute the emission rate of neutrinos and the
absorption/scattering opacities in all cells that have not
been borrowed from another processor. The current
algorithm models neutrino−matter interactions through
an emissivity, an absorption opacity, and an elastic
scattering opacity for each neutrino species. Accordingly,
it cannot yet take into account reactions that do not fit in
these categories (e.g., inelastic scattering). Neutrino–
antineutrino pair annihilations in low-density regions are
treated separately, as discussed below.

4. Emit packets in cells that have not been loaned to another
processor, according to the emissivity computed in Step
3. Track the corresponding momentum exchanges
between the fluid and neutrino sectors.

5. Evolve packets that started the time step in a cell that has
not been loaned to another processor, or that were just
emitted in such a cell. This includes propagating packets
along geodesics, as well as the absorption and scattering
of packets through interactions with the fluid. Track the
corresponding momentum exchanges between the fluid
and neutrino sectors, as well as any moment of the
neutrino distribution function needed for other
calculations.

6. Wait for the data sent during Step 2 to be received on the
current processor, and then repeat Steps 3–5 for cells
loaned by another processor to the current processor.

7. Communicate all information about momentum
exchanges and moments of the neutrino distribution
function between processors.

8. If desired, perform neutrino–antineutrino pair annihila-
tions and communicate information about momentum
exchanges back to the processor owning the fluid data.

9. Check load balancing, and improve the distribution of
grid cells between processors if needed.

10. Update the fluid variables, accounting for momentum
exchanges between the fluid and neutrino sectors.

We provide more details on each of these steps in the following
sections. Some of the methods used here were already
presented when we used an earlier version of our Monte Carlo
algorithm to close the evolution equations of an approximate
two-moment scheme (Foucart 2018); we repeat them here for
completeness.

2.4. Propagation of Packets

To propagate Monte Carlo packets, we need to evolve the
position x i and 4-momentum pμ of packets along geodesics. In
our code, we neglect the mass of neutrinos and evolve packets
along null geodesics. We work in the 3+ 1 formalism, where

a

g b b

= = -

+ + +
mn

m nds g dx dx dt

dx dt dx dt , 11ij
i i j j

2 2 2

( )( ) ( )

gμν is the spacetime metric, γij is the spatial metric on constant-
t slices, α is the lapse scalar, and βμ= (0, β i) is the shift vector.
A convenient form for the evolution equations is (Hughes et al.

1994)
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In this formalism, we evolve x i and pi and recompute p t as
needed using the fact that, for a null vector,

g

a
=p

p p
. 14t

ij
i j ( )

In our code, any given packet knows its current time tk, its
number of neutrinos Nk, the species of these neutrinos, and the
cell on the fluid grid within which it started the current time
step. It also knows its evolved position x i and spatial
momentum pi. The metric and metric derivatives are assumed
constant within a finite-volume cell. It would certainly be
possible to improve on this and interpolate the value of the
metric at the actual position of the packet with higher-order
methods, yet this would require performing that interpolation at
every intermediate step of the evolution of a packet, for every
packet. This is a significant cost increase, when compared to
the use of the known values of the metric at the center of each
cell. We will see in our tests that the resulting error in the
propagation of packets is small, indicating that at the current
accuracy of our Monte Carlo algorithm our low-order methods
are sufficient.
When evolving these equations in time, we use a second-

order Runge–Kutta algorithm. The time step used for this
evolution is the smallest of

1. the time Δtstep needed to reach the end of the desired
Monte Carlo step;

2. the times Δta,s to the next absorption/scattering event
(see Section 2.5);

3. the time D = Dt f tccell
˜ , with Δtc the minimum light-

crossing time of the current grid cell, and f̃ a parameter
chosen to avoid going too far out of a cell boundary
during a time step. We set = +f f fgrid min

˜ , with fgrid the
distance between the packet location and the cell
boundary in units of the grid spacing,

=
t

f max 0.03,min
0.1

max( ), and tmax the maximum optical

depth of a cell, considering only the current cell and its
immediate neighbors. The optical depth used here
includes both the scattering and absorption optical depth.
We see that this stops a packet from moving too far out of
its current cell when in an optically thick region, while we
let packets propagate for the full time step in optically
thin regions. This condition is mainly aimed at improving
accuracy in regions where the optical depth varies
significantly between neighboring cells, which is why
we ignore it in optically thin regions.

After taking this time step, we either move on to the next
packet (if using Δtstep or Δta), perform a scattering and
continue the evolution (Δts), or continue to propagate the
packet after possibly moving it to a different grid cell (Δtcell).
We note that in our first merger simulation using this Monte

Carlo code (Foucart et al. 2020), we only considered Δtstep and
Δta,s, and we ignored Δtcell. This led to cheaper evolutions and
a more streamlined algorithm, at the cost of decreased accuracy
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in regions of high scattering opacities (see optically thick
sphere and spherical collapse tests). Allowing packets to
change cells in the middle of a Monte Carlo time step improves
the accuracy of the code, but at a cost. Now, a packet may have
to be moved from its original grid cell to a neighboring cell
during packet propagation. This means that we need to include
one layer of “ghost zone” cells in the Monte Carlo algorithm. In
particular, when loaning a grid cell to another processor, we
need to make sure that the new processor has access to the fluid
and metric variable for that cell and for all neighboring cells.
Additionally, the Monte Carlo algorithm may deposit momen-
tum in a ghost zone, and that information has to be
communicated back to the processor owning the corresponding
live cell. This makes parallelization of the code more difficult.
Nevertheless, the significant improvement in the accuracy of
the evolution of heavy-lepton neutrinos observed in test
problems with that updated method motivates its use in future
simulations.

Rather than including all neighboring cells in ghost zones
(including cells that only share an edge or vertex with the
current cell), we can also limit ourselves to the six neighbors
sharing a face with the current cell. This seems to provide
nearly the same benefits at a smaller communication cost. A
packet moving in a neighboring cell that does not share a face
with its original cell can then be randomly assigned to one of
the closest available cells, using the metric/fluid variables of
that cell. The difference between these methods would
presumably become more noticeable at higher resolution.

2.5. Collision Terms

So far, we have only considered the purely deterministic
evolution of packets along geodesic. The probabilistic nature of
the Monte Carlo algorithm comes in the creation of packets and
in their interactions with the fluid particles and other neutrinos,
i.e., the collision terms in Boltzmann’s equation. In this section,
we focus on the basic treatment of these terms in our Monte
Carlo algorithm, ignoring the complications that arise in high-
opacity regions. We discuss the treatment of high-absorption
and high scattering opacity regions in Sections 2.6–2.7.

2.5.1. Tabulated Reaction Rates

In the simulations presented in this work, we use the NuLib
library (O’Connor & Ott 2010) to generate tabulated values of
the emissivity η, absorption opacity κa, and elastic scattering
opacity κs experienced by Monte Carlo packets. We take into
account the charged current reactions

n+ « +-p e n 15e ( )
n+ « ++n e p , 16e¯ ( )

as well as elastic scattering of all types of (anti)neutrinos on
neutrons, protons, alpha particles, and heavy nuclei. We also
partially account for pair production/annihilation

nn«+ -e e 17¯ ( )

and nucleon–nucleon bremsstrahlung

n n+ « + + +N N N N , 18¯ ( )

with N any nucleon. We currently ignore reactions involving
muon and tau leptons. As a result, all heavy-lepton neutrinos
have the same distribution function, and we lump n n n nm m t t, , ,¯ ¯
in a “heavy-lepton neutrino” species νx.

In the calculation of these reaction rates, NuLib assumes
Fermi–Dirac distributions in statistical equilibrium at the fluid
density, temperature, and composition for all fermions. This is
very accurate for nucleons, nuclei, electrons, and positrons and
reasonable for (anti)neutrinos in reactions involving only one
(anti)neutrino. Indeed, neutrino blocking factors are important
in hot regions, where neutrinos are close to being in
equilibrium with the fluid, and negligible in colder regions,
where the assumption of a thermal Fermi–Dirac distribution
becomes inaccurate. That assumption guarantees that the
tabulated emissivities and absorption rates will give us the
correct equilibrium energy density in regions where neutrinos
are in equilibrium with the fluid.
For pair processes in low-opacity regions, however, that

assumption is problematic. In particular, the reaction
nn  + -e e¯ may be important in the low-density polar regions
of merger remnants (Janka et al. 1999; Fujibayashi et al. 2017),
where neutrinos are definitely not in equilibrium with the fluid.
Assuming a thermal distribution of neutrinos in equilibrium
with the fluid vastly underestimates the annihilation rate of
neutrinos and energy deposition in the polar regions.
The most common solution so far has been to ignore pair

processes for electron-type neutrinos and to include them
approximately for heavy-lepton neutrinos, assuming a thermal
distribution of heavy-lepton neutrinos in equilibrium with the
fluid. This is done so that heavy-lepton neutrinos remain
accurately evolved in optically thick regions. Ignoring pair
processes entirely would be problematic for heavy-lepton
neutrinos, as they are the only source of νx emission included in
our simulations. Considering that all heavy-lepton neutrinos
have the same distribution function in our current simulations,
we do not have to worry about potential differences between
the distribution functions of neutrinos and antineutrinos, and
accounting for pair processes allows us to approximate their
cooling effect in merger remnants. Using the same assumption
for electron-type neutrinos would be more problematic,
particularly in regions where the energy densities of νe and nē
are out of equilibrium and very different from each other. One
might in particular annihilate more neutrinos than antineutrinos
(or vice versa), leading to unphysical changes in the electron
fraction of the fluid.
With Monte Carlo transport, we can do better than this. We

have now implemented a more detailed computation of pair
annihilation processes that should capture energy deposition in
the low-density polar regions. This algorithm is described in
Sec 2.5.4. When using this algorithm, we construct NuLib
tables that include pair processes for heavy-lepton neutrinos
only, as in our previous simulations. The rate of pair creation/
annihilation is calculated separately in low-density regions
were pair annihilation dominates over pair creation, accounting
for the true distribution function of neutrinos in these regions.
The output of the NuLib library, with the options listed in

this section, is a 4D table for η, κa, and κs as a function of the
fluid density ρ, fluid temperature T, fluid electron fraction Ye,
and neutrino energy ν. The discretization in energy bins is
made so that η is the total emissivity for all neutrinos within a
given energy bin, and η/κa is the equilibrium energy density
for all neutrinos within that bin.

2.5.2. Emission

We emit Monte Carlo packets using the following
assumptions:
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1. Emission is isotropic in the fluid frame and homo-
geneously distributed within a cell in the coordinates of
the simulation.

2. During a time step, the emissivity is assumed to be
constant. The time of emission of neutrinos is randomly
drawn from a uniform distribution in time, and emitted
neutrinos are then evolved until the end of the current
time step.

3. All neutrinos within an energy bin are emitted with the
energy of the center of that bin in the fluid frame.

4. Emissivities at intermediate values of the fluid quantities
are calculated by performing 3D linear interpolations
in r T Yln , ln , e.

Spatial homogeneity of the emission is certainly an approx-
imation, particularly for non-Cartesian grids, or in regions
where the spacetime metric varies rapidly. A more accurate but
costlier method would be to distribute neutrino emission
equally between regions of identical proper volume in the fluid
frame. The use of the central value of an energy bin for all
neutrinos emitted in that bin was suggested by Richers et al.
(2015). That choice, combined with the assumptions made
when generating tables for η and κa, guarantees that the
equilibrium energy density of neutrinos is consistent with the
desired Fermi–Dirac distribution, up to changes in the fluid-
frame energy of the neutrinos as they evolve within a cell. Both
assumptions are just discretization choices and lead to errors
that will converge converge to zero with increased spatial and
energy resolution in simulations.

As our tables are typically inaccurate at low temperature, we
also correct the emissivity for T< 0.5 MeV, using

h h< = =

´

T T

T

0.5 MeV 0.5 MeV

0.5 MeV
. 19

6

( ) ( )

( )⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

If η is the emissivity for a given neutrino species and energy
bin in a chosen grid cell of volume V and Δt is the time step of
the Monte Carlo algorithm, then the total energy of the emitted
neutrinos of that species and in that energy bin is

h= - DE g V t 20tot ( )

(if η is already integrated over solid angle). If the desired
energy of neutrino packets within this cell is Etarget and the
central value of the neutrino energies in our energy bin is ν, we
emit, on average, Etot/Etarget packets, each representing
Etarget/ν neutrinos. However, we can only emit an integer
number of packets. In practice, fractional packets are thus
treated probabilistically, i.e., if Etot/Etarget= 3.2, we have a
20% chance of creating four packets and an 80% chance of
creating three packets. The location of the packet is randomly
drawn from a homogeneous distribution in the coordinates of
the simulation, while the 4-momentum of the neutrinos is
drawn from an isotropic distribution in the fluid frame. More
specifically, we first construct an orthonormal tetrad in the fluid
frame and then set the 4-momentum of neutrinos in that tetrad
to be

n q f q f q=mp 1, sin cos , sin sin , cos . 21fl ( ) ( )ˆ

We draw qcos from a uniform distribution in [−1, 1] and f
from a uniform distribution in [0, 2π]. In practice, in our code,
the transformation matrix between the orthonormal tetrad in the

fluid frame and the grid coordinates is only computed once per
grid cell and per time step and reused for every emission and
scattering within that cell. The ability to reuse this transforma-
tion matrix is another important advantage of considering the
metric and fluid variables as constant within a grid cell.
The most important choice to make here is Etarget, the desired

energy of each packet. This energy does not need to be the
same everywhere on the grid, or constant in time. Accordingly,
it is the main tool available to us to choose how computational
resources are distributed on our grid, i.e., where we produce
more/less Monte Carlo packets. The simplest choices would be
a constant Etarget, a constant number of neutrinos per packet
(constant Etarget/ν), a constant number of packets emitted per
time step in each cell (constant Etot/Etarget), or a variable Etarget

chosen to obtain a constant number of packets over the entire
simulation. Either one has its advantages, but none is optimal
for the merger simulations that we have performed so far.
Instead, we consider the following:

1. In low-density and low-temperature regions, where
neutrino emission is largely negligible, it would be
wasteful to emit a lot of neutrinos. We want to set a
minimum energy for neutrino packets Efloor, which will
be used as the minimum energy of Monte Carlo packets
created in those regions.

2. In high-density, high-temperature regions, neutrinos are
nearly in statistical equilibrium with the fluid. There, we
want to avoid large fluctuations in the neutrino distribu-
tion function around this equilibrium value. The expecta-
tion value of the total energy of the packets within such a
cell is, for a given species and energy bin,

h k= -e g V a, with κa the absorption opacity and V
the coordinate volume of the cell. Thus, if we want an
average of nc,target neutrino packets of a given species in a
cell, each packet should have energy

å h
k

=
-

E
g V

n
. 22

c a
eq

,target bins

( )

In practice, in current simulations, we take nc,target∼ 100.
In high-density regions, we have Eeq> Efloor. By using
Etarget= Eeq, we can avoid using all of our computational
resources to evolve these equilibrium regions, while
controlling the expected statistical noise for the energy of
neutrinos in that region.9

3. Finally, we would like to control the cost of simulations.
The easiest way to do this is to choose a target value
np,target for the total number of packets over the entire
simulation, np.

To merge these requirements, we proceed as follows:

1. Choose an initial minimum packet energy Emin for each
species (often, Efloor).

2. As long as α2np,target< np< np,target, use
=E E Emax ,target min eq( ). Here, 0< α< 1 is a parameter

that determines how often we change Emin. We have so
far used α= 0.9.

3. If np< α2np,target for a given species, multiply Emin by α
for that species. If <E Emin floor, set =E Emin floor.

9 We note that η/κa is finite (and typically small) in optically thin regions, so
that Eeq remains well behaved. In practice, we impose a floor of 10−70 on the
value of κa, to avoid numerical issues.
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4. If np> np,target for a given species, divide Emin by α for
that species. Additionally, randomly select a fraction
(1− α) of the existing packets and remove them from the
simulation. The surviving packets now represent (1/α)
times more neutrinos (and thus also (1/α) times more
energy, as the 4-momentum of individual neutrinos in the
packet is kept constant).

We then have hot/dense regions with nc,target packets per cell
and per species and low-density regions where =E Etarget min.
The boundary between these two regions, as well as the value
of Emin, changes in order to limit the cost of the simulation. We
note that if np,target is too low, hot regions that are strongly
coupled to the fluid will have far fewer packets than the desired
nc,target, and rapid fluctuations in the number of packets and
momentum exchange between the fluid and the neutrinos may
lead to increased errors and/or instabilities. To test the
convergence of the code, one should increase both the desired
total number of packets and the desired number of packets in
dense cells.

2.5.3. Absorption and Elastic Scattering

Absorption and elastic scattering events are, in theory at
least, very simple to implement in a Monte Carlo algorithm. As
for the emissivity, we obtain values of the absorption and
scattering opacities κa,s using 3D linear interpolation in
r T Yln , ln , e. To obtain values of κa,s at intermediate values

of the energy of neutrinos, we instead linearly interpolate
klog a s, in ν. We do this because κa,s can vary by orders of

magnitude between neighboring energy bins for the small
number of bins used in our simulations so far (12–16 bins).10

As for the emissivities, we correct the opacities at low
temperature using

k k< = =

´

T T

T

0.5 MeV 0.5 MeV

0.5 MeV
. 23

a s a s, ,

2

( ) ( )

( )⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

Before propagating a neutrino, we draw random numbers ra,
rs from a homogeneous distribution in [ò, 1) (with ò= 10−70).
The time to the next absorption/scattering event is then

k
n

D = -t
p

rln , 24a s
a s

t

a s,
,

, ( )

with ν the energy of neutrinos in the fluid frame. This implies
Poisson statistics for absorption and scattering events. As
already discussed, we then consider the smallest time interval
between Δta,s and the desired time step. If Δta is the smallest
time interval, the packet is absorbed. It is then simply removed
from the simulation. If Δts is the smallest, the packet is
scattered. We randomly draw a new 4-momentum with the
same fluid-frame energy as the original packet and a direction
of propagation drawn from an isotropic distribution. We then
continue the evolution from the scattering event, redrawing
Δta,s.

This simple process works well as long as κa,sΔt 1, i.e.,
when individual grid cells are optically thin or semitransparent.
When κsΔt? 1, a single packet may undergo many scattering
events during a single time step, whereas when κaΔt? 1, most

packets are immediately reabsorbed by the fluid. Both of these
cases create large computational costs, even though they also
correspond to physical configurations where the evolution of
the particles is fairly well understood: in high-scattering
regions, the neutrino energy density will evolve according to
a simple diffusion equation, while in high-absorption regions,
the neutrinos equilibrate with the fluid on a timescale shorter
than one time step and, in the case of binary mergers, on a
timescale that is also much shorter than the dynamical
timescale of our system. In optically thick regions, there is
much to gain by using these known physical behaviors to
modify the basic algorithm for absorption and scattering
described in this section. We describe the choices made in the
SpEC code in Sections 2.6–2.7.
We note again that this manuscript only considers elastic

scattering. Its extension to the explicit treatment of inelastic
scattering is straightforward given a table for the effective
opacity κs,in(νin, νout) providing the probability for a neutrino of
energy νin in the fluid frame to be scattered with final energy
νout. The NuLib library used to generate κa, κs for our
simulations can already provide opacities for inelastic electron
−neutrino scatterings, and one only need the total inelastic
scattering opacity and the the post-scattering distribution of
packet energies to determine the time to the next inelastic
scattering events and the energy of the packet after that event.
Difficulties would, however, arise if the total scattering opacity

òk n n k n n= d , 25s in s in in, in out , out( ) ( ) ( )

is high and κs,inΔt 1. In particular, the approximate methods
described in Sections 2.6–2.7 would certainly need to be
adapted in such regions. In the spirit of Section 2.7, one might
consider an approximate total scattering opacity κs,el+ κs,in in
the diffusion equation used in Section 2.6 and, if an inelastic
scattering occurred during a time step, draw the final energy of
the packet from an appropriate distribution f (νout) after the end
of a time step. This neglects the impact of changes in the
energy of a packet during a time step on the opacity. Whether
this would lead to accurate evolutions in neutron star merger
remnants is an open question and will require further
investigation.

2.5.4. Pair Annihilation in Low-density Regions

Neutrino–antineutrino pair annihilation is typically more
difficult to take into account in simulations than the simple
isotropic emission, absorption, and elastic scattering processes
considered so far. A full accounting of pair processes in all
regions of the simulations would require us to take into account
the distribution functions of neutrinos and antineutrinos and the
energy distribution of electrons and positrons (for e+e− pair
creations). While this is certainly possible to do using the
information available in a Monte Carlo simulation, we
currently limit ourselves to a simpler numerical scheme that
limits the cost of the calculation of annihilation cross sections.
As already mentioned, pair creation/annihilation of heavy-
lepton neutrinos in dense regions is computed assuming
neutrinos in equilibrium with the fluid, while we ignore them
for electron-type neutrinos (as charged current reactions
typically dominate the emission/absorption of electron-type
neutrinos in neutron star mergers). In low-density regions,
however, this would significantly underestimate the rate of

10 As neutrinos are always emitted with the central energy of a bin, we never
need to interpolate η in neutrino energy.
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neutrino–antineutrino pair annihilation, as the energy density of
neutrinos is often much higher than the equilibrium density of
neutrinos in equilibrium with the fluid. In those regions, we
thus calculate pair annihilation rates using the evolved
distribution function of neutrinos, but we neglect blocking
factors in the calculations of the cross section due to existing
electrons and positrons in the fluid. We also neglect the mass of
the electron, as typical neutrino energies are 10MeV in
merger remnants.

The impact of pair annihilation on the evolution of the fluid
is

 =m
mn nT Q , 26fl pair ( )

with mnTfl the stress-energy tensor of the fluid and nQpair the rate
of momentum deposition per unit volume. For the annihilation
of a packet of neutrinos with momentum pμ and stress-energy
tensor Tμ ν with a packet of antineutrinos of momentum mp̄ and
stress-energy tensor mnT̄ , nQpair can be written as (Salmonson &
Wilson 1999; Fujibayashi et al. 2017)

p
= +n n n ab

abQ p p
C cG

T T
3

. 27F
pair

pair
2

( ¯ ) ¯ ( )

Here, = ´ - -G 5.29 10 cm MeVF
2 44 2 2 is the Fermi constant,

while

q q=  +C 1 4 sin 8 sin , 28W Wpair
2 4 ( )

q =sin 0.23W
2 , and the + sign is for electron-type neutrinos

while the − sign is for heavy-lepton neutrinos.
The simple absorption opacity described in the previous

section, on the other hand, implies

k k= + + +n n n n nQ Ju H Ju H , 29a apair
eq eq( ) ¯ ( ¯ ¯ ) ( )

with ka
eq, ka

eq¯ the tabulated absorption opacities of neutrinos and
antineutrinos, J J, ¯ their energy density in the fluid frame, and

m mH H, ¯ their momentum density in that same frame.
For a single packet representing N neutrinos of momentum

pμ and fluid-frame energy ν, and smoothing out the distribution
function over a cell of volume V,

n
+ =

-
n n mJu H N

g Vp
p . 30

t
( )

We thus define our absorption opacity for pair annihilation κp
using

p
k

n
=

-
ab

ab
C cG

T T N
g Vp3

31F
p t

pair
2

¯ ( )

or, making use of our expression for the contribution of a single
packet to Tαβ,

k
p n

=
a b

ab
C cG p p

T
3

. 32p
Fpair
2

¯ ( )

In this expression, we can simply interpret abT̄ as the total
stress-energy tensor of antineutrinos in the current cell. The
4-momentum pα, on the other hand, represents the momentum
of a single neutrino in the packet for which we are calculating

κp. Similarly, for antineutrinos,

k
p n

=
a b

ab
C cG p p

T
3

. 33p
Fpair
2

¯ ¯ ¯
¯

( )

As we lumped together all heavy-lepton neutrinos into a
single species νx, we should divide abT̄ by 4 in that expression
when considering νx, as a given neutrino can only interact with
1/4 of the neutrinos included in νx (e.g., νμ only annihilates
with nm¯ , not νμ, ντ, or nt¯ ).
We note that in deriving this expression we have taken

advantage of the relative simplicity of the formula for the cross
section of nn̄ annihilation obtained when ignoring the blocking
factor in the electron−positron phase space and the mass of the
electron, as well as of the fact that all neutrinos in a given
packet are assumed to have the same energy. We have not,
however, truncated the expansion of k k,p p¯ in moments of the
neutrino distribution function; knowing the stress-energy tensor
of antineutrinos is sufficient to calculate the effective absorp-
tion opacity of neutrinos for pair annihilation. Knowledge of
the zeroth, first, and second moments of the neutrino
distribution function is thus sufficient to calculate k k,p p¯ in
this approximation. We also note that, as long as we
precompute abT̄ (which is done on the flight during the
propagation of the Monte Carlo packets, as discussed in
Section 2.8), we can determine κp for each Monte Carlo packet
without referring to other packets in our simulation.
Unfortunately, this estimate of κp is only valid in low-

density regions. More specifically, it is valid in regions where
we do not expect significant blocking factors for ∼10MeV
neutrinos. Accordingly, to avoid creating instabilities in our
evolution and/or the introduction of large errors in high-
density regions, we choose to suppress κp in dense regions. We
propose the simple prescription

k k r r-e , 34p p crit ( )

with ρcrit= 5× 1011 g cm−3, as our assumptions do not appear
to create significant errors in κp below that density, and this
should be sufficient to capture the impact of pair annihilation in
the low-density polar regions of post-merger remnants. This
prescription may, however, need to be revisited for different
systems.
Practically, when it comes to pair annihilation, we take κp

into account by correcting the number of neutrinos N
represented by any given packet at the end of a time step. To
do so, we assume that during a time step

k= -  = k- -dN

dt
N N t N e . 35p

t t
0 p 0( ) ( )( )

After a time step Δt, we thus have + D = k- DN t t N t e t
0 0 p( ) ( ) .

We also use these estimates of κp and N(t) to calculate the
momentum deposited by each packet into the fluid as a result of
pair annihilation.
Pair annihilation is thus treated differently from other

absorption processes: it never destroys Monte Carlo packets,
but only changes the number of neutrinos in each packet. The
main reason to destroy packets in the “standard” absorption
process is to avoid ending up with a large number of very low
energy packets coming from regions of high optical depth. This
is not an issue for pair annihilation as implemented here, as it is
only active in optically thin regions. Changing the number of
neutrinos in a packet then results in less shot noise in the
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evolution of the neutrinos, without significantly increasing the
number of surviving packets.

This algorithm for neutrino–antineutrino annihilation was
not used in our existing merger simulation with Monte Carlo
transport; it is proposed for the first time here and is tested in
Section 3.3.

2.6. High-scattering Regions: Diffusion Approximation

Regions of high scattering opacities (κsΔtc? 1) can become
problematic in a Monte Carlo code owing to the need to evolve
packets for very small time steps k~ -

s
1 between scattering

events, redraw the momentum of the packet in the fluid frame
after each scatter, and finally transform that momentum back
into the coordinate system of the simulation. An alternative is
to develop a treatment of high-κs regions that makes use of the
fact that the energy density of neutrinos approximately evolves
according to a diffusion equation. We already presented such
an algorithm in Foucart (2018), together with comparisons of
our approximate method with a full treatment of elastic
scattering (i.e., evolutions in which every scattering event is
treated individually). We review this method here for
completeness. We also note that an alternative treatment of
high-κs regions in relativistic simulations that also relied on
solutions of the diffusion equation was previously published in
Richers et al. (2015).

In the diffusion approximation and in flat space, the
probability that a packet propagates a distance rd from its
original position within a time interval D ¢t (in the fluid frame)
is

p
= -f r r r

4
exp , 362 2( ˜) ˜ ( ˜ ) ( )

k
=

D ¢
r

t
r

3

4
. 37s

d˜ ( )

This solution is accurate for k D ¢t 1s  . For an object
stationary in the fluid frame, the fluid-frame time interval can
be determined from the coordinate time interval Δt using
D ¢ = Dt t u ;t this will, however, not be the case for packets
with a nonzero average velocity in the fluid frame.

In Foucart (2018), we argued that this formula can be made
accurate for k D ¢t 3s  if we explicitly correct it to account for
the known probability that a packet experiences no scattering
event during the interval D ¢t ,

k= - D ¢p tno scatter exp . 38s( ) ( ) ( )

To do this, we define the probability distribution for the value
of r̃ after a time D ¢t as

ò

k
=

- - D ¢

¢ ¢
p r f r

t

f r dr

1 exp
, 39s

r

0

max
( ˜) ( ˜) ( )

( ˜ ) ˜
( )˜

with

k
=

D ¢
D ¢r

t
t

3

4
, 40s

max˜ ( )

an expression valid for <r rmax˜ ˜ . We also have a probability p
(no scatter) that no scattering occurs, which leads to = D ¢r td

and =r rmax˜ ˜ (in units where c= 1).

In practice, we tabulate the function r x˜( ) defined implicitly
by the equation

ò ¢ ¢ =p r dr x, 41
r x

0
( ˜ ) ˜ ( )

˜( )

with x ä [0, 1− p(no scatter)]. We then evolve packets by
drawing a number P from a uniform distribution in [0, 1). If
P> 1− p(no scatter), the packet moves by = D ¢r td . Other-
wise, it moves by

k
=

D ¢
r r P

t

4

3
. 42d

s
˜( ) ( )

In our code, we always begin by propagating a packet to the
first scattering event (if any) and performing the first elastic
scattering. After that scattering event, and if k D ¢ >t 3s for the
remaining evolution time D ¢t in the fluid frame, we use the
approximate diffusion method. We calculate the distance rd
over which a packet moves in the fluid frame, and from there
we derive = D ¢f r tdfree . We then split the evolution of the
packet into two steps: advection with the fluid for a time
D ¢ = D ¢ -t t f1adv free( ), and then free streaming for a
time D ¢ = D ¢t t ffree free.
To advect a packet, we first define pμ= Atμ+ Buμ with A, B

chosen so that pμpμ= 0 and pμuμ=− ν. A packet moving
along a null geodesic defined by pμ will move to the same
spatial position as an observer comoving with the fluid for
D ¢t adv after a (shorter) time D ¢ = D ¢ +t t A Bu But t

com adv( ) ( ),
at least up to changes in pμ during the evolution of the
packet along a null geodesic.11 We thus evolve a packet along
that null geodesic for D ¢t com and then evolve the packet along
tμ (i.e., keep it stationary in the coordinate of the simulation
and keep pμ

fixed) for D ¢ - D ¢t tadv com( ).12 This is unfortu-
nately not a truly covariant algorithm, but it does transport
packets to the correct location and will capture changes in the
energy of the neutrinos due to, e.g., a gravitational redshift, as
changes in the position of the neutrinos are performed by
evolving packets along a null geodesic. During this advection
process, we assume that the packet is stationary in the fluid
frame, so that all primed (fluid frame) time intervals are related
to unprimed (simulation frame) time intervals byD ¢ = Dt t ut.
For the free-streaming step, we first define a free-streaming

4-momentum such that pμuμ=− ν, with orientation drawn
from an isotropic distribution in the fluid frame. We then
propagate the packet along a null geodesic for a time D ¢t free in
the fluid frame. Ignoring changes in pμ, uμ, and the metric, we
have nD = D ¢ = D ¢ = D¢ ¢t t p p t f p p tf p ut t t t t t

free free free free ( ).
In the simulation frame, we thus evolve the packet for Δtfree
along a null geodesic. As a result, packets propagating in
different directions are evolved for a different amount of time.
This is crucial if we want the packets to have, on average, zero
velocity in the fluid frame: as we drew the direction of
propagation from an isotropic distribution in the fluid frame,
we should also evolve packets evolving in different directions
for an equal amount of time in the fluid frame, and not in the
simulation frame. Practically, this means that at the end of this

11 Note that A < 0 and thusD ¢ < D ¢t tcom adv. Additionally, p
μuμ = − ν at the

beginning of this step, but not necessarily at the end of the step; the geodesic
equation determined the evolution of pμ.
12 If the fluid is at rest in the grid frame, i.e., uμ = Ctμ for some constant C,
these equations are not well defined, but we can simply choose D ¢ =t 0com .
Practically, we make that choice when the grid frame speed of the fluid is
below 10−10c.
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process a packet may evolve by more/less than the originally
requested Δt in the simulation frame. This is not a major issue
for our algorithm, however, as each packet keeps track of its
own evolution time. If after such a step a packet reaches a time
that is more than 0.05Δtc earlier than the desired end time, we
continue propagating it immediately; otherwise, we wait for the
next call to the Monte Carlo algorithm to do so.

Finally, we need to determine the 4-momentum of the packet
at the end of the time step. If we were truly in a region with
k D ¢t 1s  , this would be trivial; we could simply draw the
4-momentum from an isotropic distribution in the fluid frame.
However, this is not the case for k D ¢ ~t 1s . In particular, any
packet that, according to our algorithm, did not experience any
scattering event should clearly use as final momentum the
4-momentum used during the free-streaming step of the
algorithm. Any packet for which ffree∼ 1 should also have a
higher probability of being aligned with the 4-momentum of
the free-streaming step than any other random direction. In
Foucart (2018), we derived an accurate semianalytical model
for the choice of the final 4-momentum, calibrated on
simulations that treat each scattering event individually. Our
method relies on the determination of an angle θ2 between the
final 4-momentum m¢pfinal and the 4-momentum used during the

free-streaming step m¢pfree (measured in the fluid frame), as well
as an angle f2 allowing us to rotate

m¢pfinal around
m¢pfree. The angle

f2 is drawn from a uniform distribution in [0, 2π], by
symmetry. Our model then uses

q = - +

´
-
+

B f B f

r
B f

B f

cos 1

exp ln
1

1
, 43

2 free free

free

free

( ) [ ( )]

( )
( )

( )⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

with B( f ) a fitting function given in Foucart (2018) and r
drawn from a uniform distribution in [0, 1). This choice comes
from the observation that the distribution of θ2 in full scattering
simulations seems to mostly depend on ffree. We will have
θ2→ 0 when ffree→ 1 if B(1)→ 1, and an isotropic distribution
of momenta for ffree→ 0 if B(0)→∞ . There is otherwise no
theoretical justification for this formula; it is only a semiana-
lytical model that matches well the results of more detailed
simulations. A table for B( ffree), as well as tests of this
algorithm and examples of the errors that can be created if
using simpler methods to calculate m¢pfinal, can be found in
Foucart (2018). Ultimately, the very good agreement found for
the diffusion rate of neutrinos between our approximate scheme
and more detailed calculations is the best test of the accuracy of
our method. At the moment, we have encountered larger error
in the diffusion rate of neutrinos due to the spatial discretization
of the fluid evolution (and thus of the opacities) than due to any
approximation made in high-κs regions. Increasing the minimal
value of k D ¢ts above which we use this diffusion approx-
imation has a minimal impact on the result of the evolution in
our existing tests.

2.7. High-absorption Regions: Implicit Monte Carlo

The treatment of regions with high absorption opacities
(κaΔt? 1) is probably the most important challenge faced
when using Monte Carlo methods to evolve neutrinos in
neutron star merger simulations. In our first uses of Monte

Carlo transport, we did not need to evolve these regions
directly; the Monte Carlo code was used to close the two-
moment equations (Foucart 2018) or without direct coupling to
the fluid equations (Foucart et al. 2018). For the purpose of
Monte Carlo transport, we then simply assumed statistical
equilibrium with the fluid in dense regions.
Coupling the moment formalism with Monte Carlo methods

does, however, have important disadvantages, most impor-
tantly that the two evolution methods may produce diverging
solutions resulting in unphysical artifacts (Foucart 2018). When
attempting to use Monte Carlo methods coupled to a two-
moment scheme in merger simulations, we also found
problematic violations of the conservation of energy and
lepton number in the intermediate regions where we transition
from moments-only evolution (dense regions) to Monte Carlo
closures (low-density regions). It may very well be possible to
resolve these issues with a more careful coupling of the two
methods, but a Monte Carlo−only evolution of the neutrinos
allows us to automatically avoid these issues.
Monte Carlo methods, however, have their own drawbacks

in these optically thick regions: the average packet will only
survive for a time k~ -

a
1, and thus if κaΔt? 1, most packets

created during a neutrino time step are immediately reabsorbed.
This is quite wasteful, as at the same time we can reasonably
expect these packets to sample a relatively simple equilibrium
distribution function; computational resources would be more
usefully spent on packets in the harder-to-model semitranspar-
ent regions. When κaΔt 1, simple explicit time stepping
methods can also run into stability issues.
To get a more efficient algorithm, we note that the absorption

of a neutrino followed by the emission of a neutrino of the
same energy at the same point is practically identical to an
elastic scattering event. If neutrinos in a given energy bin are
exactly in equilibrium with the fluid, then the transformation

h ah k ak
k k a k

¢ = ¢ =
¢ = + -

; ;

1 44
a a

s s a( ) ( )

leaves the neutrino distribution unmodified. This is no longer
exactly the case after spatial discretization of the problem or
when neutrinos are out of equilibrium with the fluid, yet
rigorous Implicit Monte Carlo (IMC) methods can be
developed based on this idea. In particular, if α takes the
same value for all energy bins and remains within a specific
range, and if the implicit scattering opacity κs= (1− α)κa
represents inelastic scatterings creating packets with an
isotropic distribution of momenta and a thermal distribution
of energies, then this transformation is equivalent to a well-
chosen time discretization of the problem (Fleck &
Cummings 1971).
In this manuscript, we rely on a more aggressive approx-

imation. We assume that the above transformation will remain
reasonable as long as (a) it is performed well inside of the
neutrinosphere, (b) k¢1 a is small compared to the dynamical

timescale of our system, and (c) k k k¢ ¢ + ¢1 a a s( ) is small
compared to the length scale over which the fluid and neutrino
distribution function vary. The first condition implies a quasi-
equilibrium distribution function of neutrinos, while the second
and third mean that the distribution function does not vary
significantly between two absorption events, after transforma-
tion to the new emissivities and opacities. Practically, we
choose α so that k x¢ Dta c  (we typically choose ξ= 1, though
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the exact value can be specified at run time). The first two
conditions can then be restated as a requirement that cells with
optical depth t k= ¢ Dta c are inside the neutrinosphere (true in
our simulations so far) and that the light-crossing time of a grid
cell is small compared to the dynamical timescale of the system
(always true in binaries). Our transformation then leaves the
equilibrium energy density of neutrinos η/κa and the diffusion
timescale 1/(κa+ κs) unmodified, while increasing the equili-
bration and thermalization timescales so that they are at least of
the order of the light-crossing time of a grid cell.

To avoid instability in the coupled evolution of the fluid and
neutrino, we also borrow from IMC methods and define

b
r

= n ndu

du
m c

dn

d Y
max , , 45p

efl

2

fl( )
( )⎜ ⎟

⎛

⎝

⎞

⎠
with uν,fl the neutrino and fluid equilibrium energy density, nν
the neutrino electron number density (number density of νe
minus number density of nē), ρ the fluid baryon density, Ye the
fluid electron fraction, and mp the proton mass.13 We take the
first derivative at constant ρ, Ye and the second at constant ρ, T,
with T the fluid temperature. A large β indicates that a small
change in the temperature or electron fraction of the fluid due to
neutrino emission/absorption leads to large changes in the
equilibrium distribution function of neutrinos. We can get an
idea of the role of β by considering the coupled evolution of the
neutrino and fluid energy densities for a homogeneous medium
and in the fluid frame, ignoring changes in the composition of
the fluid:

k= - ¢ - n
dJ

dt
J u 46a( ) ( )

k= ¢ - n
du

dt
J u . 47a

fl ( ) ( )

Here J is the fluid-frame energy density, and uν= η/κa.
Defining δJ= J− uν and combining these equations, we get

d
bk d k d+ ¢ = - ¢

d J

dt
J J, 48a a˜ ( )

with b = ndu dufl
˜ . For a standard forward-Euler explicit time

stepping scheme, the stability condition is then

k
b

¢ D
+

t
1

1
, 49a  ˜ ( )

or

a
b k

<
+ Dt

1

1

1
. 50

a˜ ( )

The same argument holds for the evolution of the electron
lepton number ignoring the evolution of the fluid energy
density, except that we need to take b r= nm dn d Yp e

˜ ( ).
Practically, we impose

a
b k

<
+ DC t

1

1

1

2
, 51

a c
( )

with C the minimum Courant factor used by the Monte Carlo
algorithm. For our typical values of C= 0.5 and ξ= 1, and
given that β> 0, this condition is always more restrictive than

the condition k xD <t ,a c
’ but usually not by much, as in most

regions of our simulations β is small. When imposing smaller
values of ξ or using a smaller Courant factor, the first condition
may become more restrictive.
There are, of course, caveats to this derivation. The first is

that we do not truly use forward-Euler time stepping. This
would assume that the neutrino energy density J on the right-
hand side of these equations is set to its value at the beginning
of a time step, while in a Monte Carlo algorithm it is actually an
up-to-date value of J set by the actual number of Monte Carlo
packets on the grid. A more careful study of our time stepping
algorithm shows that the condition imposed in our code is more
restrictive than strictly required. The second is that using
derivatives at constant Ye or T to calculate β is an
approximation and does not necessarily return the maximum
potential value of β. Derivatives along the actual trajectory of
the fluid in the (ρ, T, Ye) parameter space would be preferable
but would require an implicit solve of both the fluid equations
and the transport equations. Finally, we ignored the impact of
spatial inhomogeneities on the stability of our system.
As more computational resources become available, we

should be able to jointly decrease the grid spacing and time
step. The maximum value of k¢a then increases, limiting the
impact of our approximation. Increasing k¢a without decreasing
the grid spacing and time step, on the other hand, would require
a more careful implicit treatment of the coupling between the
fluid and the neutrinos. This would certainly be more
expensive, but necessary to get order-of-magnitude increases
in k¢a.
Tests of this approximate treatment of high-κa regions are

presented below and are ultimately the main indication that this
method provides reasonable results. We can, however, get a
rough idea of the error that they create by considering the two-
moment equation for the energy density J and momentum
density Hμ of neutrinos in optically thick regions. With planar
symmetry and in a coordinate system where the fluid is at rest,
we get (in units with c= 1)

h k¶ + ¶ = -J H J 52t x a ( )

k k¶ + ¶ = - +H J H
1

3
, 53t x a s( ) ( )

where we used the optically thick closure Pij= δijJ/3 for the
pressure tensor Pij. This is equivalent to

h k
a h k

¶ + ¶ = ¢ - ¢
+ - -

J H J
J1 54

t x a

a( )( ) ( )

k k¶ + ¶ = - ¢ + ¢H J H
1

3
. 55t x a s( ) ( )

If J= Jeq+ δJ with Jeq= η/κa, then the transformation
h h dh ¢ + ¢ with
dh a k d a h d¢ ~ - - = - -J J J1 1a eq( ) ( ) ( ) would leave the
solution unmodified. This is not what we are doing, however.
In our approximation, we set dh¢ = 0. The resulting relative
error in the emissivity is

dh
h

a
a

d k
x

d¢
¢

~
-

<
DJ

J

t J

J

1
56a c

eq eq
( )

13 uν and nν can be extracted from the tabulated values of η and κa.
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in regions where ακaΔtc= ξ. Integrating the original energy
equation in steady state over a single cell, we also get

k dD = - DH t J, 57a c ( )

with ΔH the contribution of that cell to the neutrino flux. Thus,

dh
h x
¢
¢

<
DH

J
. 58

eq
( )

If only applied in optically thick regions (whereΔH= Jeq) and
for our choice of ξ∼ 1, this is clearly a small correction. As the
approximate equations used in this derivation are linear in J, H,
Equation (58) is also a reasonable estimate of the error in the
energy density, flux, and luminosity of neutrinos outside of the
neutrinosphere.

While this is certainly not a rigorous error estimate for more
generic systems, we expect that as long as the evolution of a
system is slow compared to the evolution time step, our error
estimate will remain order-of-magnitude accurate. We note that
the fractional correction to h¢ becomes significant if this
approximate algorithm is used at or outside of the neutrino-
sphere, or if ξ= 1. More generally, the error associated with
this estimate will be larger in regions where we rapidly
transition from free-streaming neutrinos to optically thick cells
than in regions where that transition occurs over many grid
cells. How well this approximation would work in evolutions
considering more advanced reactions that strongly couple the
distribution function of neutrinos of different energies (e.g., in
the presence of significant inelastic scattering) remains an open
question.

2.8. Neutrino-matter Coupling

2.8.1. Source Terms for Fluid Evolution

There have been at least two main methods suggested so far
to handle the coupling of radiation to matter in Monte Carlo
simulations. In the first method, we explicitly keep track of all
momentum and lepton number exchanges between the fluid
and the neutrinos. In our code, this includes all emission,
absorption, scattering, and pair annihilation events. In the
second method, we calculate the expectation value of
momentum and lepton number exchanges during these events,
given the available neutrino packets. In that case, we do not
consider whether, e.g., a packet was absorbed by the code. We
instead estimate the likelihood of that absorption occurring
during a time step and derive from there the expectation value
for momentum and lepton number transfers due to absorptions.
The first method, implemented, e.g., in Ryan et al. (2015), has
the advantage of explicitly conserving energy, momentum, and
lepton number. The second only does so on average, but it
reduces shot noise in the coupling terms due, for example, to
the unlikely absorption of a packet in a low-density region of
the fluid. In our current simulations, we use a relatively low
number of packets, and we are thus likely to be hurt by shot
noise in the coupling terms. Accordingly, we use the second
method. We do, however, keep track of momentum and lepton
number transfers using the first method, and we verify that the
two methods agree if the coupling terms are integrated over a
sufficiently long period of time.

In the SpEC code, we evolve the fluid variables

r r ga= u , 59t ( )
*

t g r= -mn
m nT n n , 60fl˜ ( )

*
g g= - mn

m nS T u , 61i ifl
˜ ( )

and ρ*Ye, with nμ= (−α, 0, 0, 0) the unit one form to constant-
t slices and γ the determinant of the spatial metric. The source
terms appearing in the evolution of these variables due to
neutrino−matter interactions are

t a g¶ = + a
aS n... , 62t ˜ ( )

a g g¶ = - a
aS S... , 63t i i˜ ( )

år a g
h k

n
¶ = -

-
Y s m

J
... , 64t e i p

a( ) ( )
*

where in the last term the sum is over all species and energy
bins, and si = 1 for νe, −1 for nē, and 0 otherwise. The source
term is, for the interactions considered here,

å åh k k k= ¢ - ¢ + ¢ + ¢a a a aS u Ju H . 65a a s( ( ) ) ( )

The first sum is over all species and energy bins, and the
second is over all packets. Calculating the changes in the
evolved fluid variables over one time step Δt thus requires
calculations of

ò ò òk k k k n¢ ¢ + ¢ ¢aJdt H dt Jdt; ; , 66a a s a( ) ( )

with the integral taken over the current time step. Whenever a
packet is evolved along a null geodesic, we calculate its
contribution to these source terms following the method of
Section 2.2.
We can verify that this provides us with the correct

expectation value for energy transfers. The probability
distribution for the time t that will pass before a packet is
absorbed is, in the fluid rest frame,

k= k-p t e , 67a a
ta( ) ( )

and thus the expectation value for energy deposition by a
packet with fluid-frame energy J0 in a cell with absorption
opacity κa over a time Δt is

òáD ñ = = - k
D

- DJ dtp t J J e1 . 68
t

a
t

0
0 0 a( ) ( ) ( )

Our code instead adds to the fluid an energy
k D DJ t tmin ,a a0 ( ), with Δta the time to the actual absorption
of the packet. The expectation value for the energy deposited is
then

ò k k káD ñ = + Dk k
D

- - DJ dt e J t e J t 69
t

a
t

a
t

a
0

0 0a a ( )

= - k- DJ e1 . 70t
0 a( ) ( )

The two methods thus have the same expectation value for
energy deposition, as desired. The same derivation can be
performed for linear momentum and lepton number exchanges.
For packets that are advected with the fluid, we perform

these calculations assuming that Hα= 0 and pμ= νuμ, which
is correct in the average. Finally, for pair annihilation we add to
the absorption term the contribution of the correction Δκa
computed in Section 2.5.4. For example, at the end of a time
step Δt, a packet within a cell of volume V that initially
represents N0 neutrinos subjected to a correction Δκa
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contributes an additional term to the integral of κaJ:

ò òk
k n

=
D
-

k-Ddt J N e
g Vp

dt 71a
t a k

k
t

pairs
0

2
a( ) ( ) ( )

n
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k-D De

N

g Vp
1 . 72t k

k
t

0
2

a( ) ( )

We can use these expressions to consistently calculate the
expectation value for energy and momentum transfer between
the neutrinos and the fluid.

2.8.2. Coupling Shot Noise

Let us now consider what sets the level of shot noise in our
estimates of neutrino−matter interactions, particularly in
optically thick regions where k x¢ D =ta c (the maximum value
allowed for the effective absorption coefficient k¢a within a
cell). During a time step ΔtΔtc, shot noise in the emissivity
h¢ is nonexistent, as we use the tabulated values of h¢ rather
than the energy of the emitted packets to calculate source terms
proportional to h¢. Shot noise in scattering terms will typically
be small as soon as k¢Dt 1s c  , as packets are then mostly
advected with the fluid and source terms proportional to k¢s are
explicitly set to their true expectation value (0) during packet
advection. Source terms proportional to k¢a, on the other hand,
will be dominated by the term proportional to k¢ Ja . During a
time step, the shot noise in k¢ DJ ta can be estimated as

k d x¢ D =
D
D

t J
J

n

t

t
, 73a

c c
MC

,target
( )

with nc,target the expected number of packets in the cell. We
thus see that, when using a constant Courant factor Δt/Δtc,
multiplying ξ by a factor α requires us to multiply nc,target by a
factor α2 in order to keep the same shot noise in neutrino
−matter interactions in the highest k¢a cells (i.e., where
instabilities, or even a slow random-walk motion away from
the true solution, are the most likely to occur). This shows that
increasing the maximum value of k¢a (i.e., increasing ξ) comes
at a steep computational cost if we want to avoid shot noise in
optically thick regions!

We note that the issue of shot noise in optically thick regions
is separate from the instabilities in neutrino-matter coupling
that motivated some limits placed on k¢a in Section 2.7. The
limits placed in that section aimed to keep the system of
equations stable in the continuum regime, while shot noise is an
issue owing to the finite number of packets used to represent
the neutrino distribution function. We can now see an
important trade-off made when using our Monte Carlo
algorithm: increasing k¢a decreases the error introduced by
correcting the equation of radiation transport in optically thick
regions (replacing absorptions by elastic scattering); however,
increasing k¢a introduces more shot noise in any given time step
of the evolution, which can only be decreased by either
decreasing the time step or increasing the number of packets
emitted within optically thick cells. Or, stated otherwise,
increasing the maximum value of k¢a brings us closer to using
the true equations in the continuum regime, but, at constant
computational resources, it quickly increases shot noise in the
simulation. With our standard choice of ξ∼ 1, nc,target∼ 100,
and Δt∼ 0.5Δtc we get shot noise of∼ 0.05J for the energy
absorption per time step and per unit volume.

2.9. Parallelization

One of the main issues that we face when using Monte Carlo
methods for radiation transport is maintaining proper scaling of
the algorithm. Indeed, Monte Carlo packets are far from
homogeneously distributed. This is by design: Monte Carlo
algorithms allow us to use computational resources where they
are most needed, by placing most Monte Carlo packets in the
regions where neutrinos are important to the evolution of the
fluid. Nevertheless, this means that we cannot maintain good
scaling if we evolve Monte Carlo packets on the processor
responsible for the evolution of the grid cell that contains them.
In SpEC, we can “loan” all packets within a given fluid cell

to a different processor, to improve load balancing. We proceed
as follows:

1. During a time step, we keep track of the number of
packets evolved within each cell of the fluid grid, whether
that packet is absorbed, scattered, or free streaming. The
number of packets within a cell is considered to be the
“cost” of that cell.

2. At the end of a time step, we check whether load
balancing is required. We attempt to keep the cost of
Monte Carlo evolution on each processor (as defined
above) below 125% of the average cost on a processor. If
a processor has a cost above that threshold, we try to
improve load balancing by removing packets from the
processor with the highest estimated cost. This is done
by, in order of priority, (i) sending back to the processor
responsible for the evolution of the fluid any packet that
was previously loaned to the costlier processor, to limit
communication costs; and (ii) loaning packets on fluid
cells evolved by the costlier processor to the processor
with the lowest estimated load, starting with the highest
cost cells. To avoid complicating the communication
pattern, we forbid loans of cells located within one cell
width of the boundary of the domain, or within one cell
width of a fluid cell evolved by another processor.

Loaned cells require the following communications between
processors, all performed using asynchronous MPI commu-
nication between the processor owning the fluid data and the
processor evolving the Monte Carlo packets:

1. Communication of the fluid and metric variables from the
processor evolving the fluid to the processor evolving
Monte Carlo packets, before evolution of the packets. We
need information about any loaned cell, as well as any
immediate neighbor of those cells (as the evolution of
Monte Carlo packets requires one layer of “ghost” cells).

2. Communication of packets that moved from one fluid cell
to another to the processor now responsible for their
evolution. As there is no global communication of
information between all processors in our algorithm, this
is a three-step process. First, packets that started the
current time step in a fluid cell that is owned by processor
A and loaned to processor B, yet ended their time step in a
cell that is not loaned to B, are sent from B back to A.
After this step, all packets that should be moved from one
processor to another are owned by the processor that
owns the fluid cell where they started the current time
step. Second, packets that are currently on processor A
but moved to a fluid cell owned by processor B are
communicated from A to B. After this step, all packets
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that should be moved from one processor to another are
on the processor that owns the fluid cell in which they
ended the current time step. Finally, all packets within a
fluid cell owned by processor A but loaned to processor B
that are currently owned by A are sent to B. All packets
are then on the processor responsible for their Monte
Carlo evolution.

3. Communication of all integrated moments of the neutrino
distribution function needed for coupling between
neutrinos and the fluid and/or pair annihilation calcula-
tions from the processor evolving the Monte Carlo
packets (including its ghost cells) to the processor
evolving the fluid.

4. Communication of all integrated moments of the neutrino
distribution function between neighboring regions of the
fluid grid evolved on different processors. This is
required because packets may deposit energy momentum
in either their current cell or immediate neighbors of
that cell.

5. If using pair annihilation, communicate all moments
needed for the calculation of Δκa from the processor
evolving the fluid to the processor evolving MC packets,
before the calculation of Δκa.

6. If using pair annihilation, send back to the processor
evolving the fluid information about energy momentum
deposition from pair annihilation, after calculation ofΔκa
for each packet.

We see that proper parallelization of the Monte Carlo codes
requires a significant amount of bookkeeping and communica-
tion infrastructure, with a very different communication pattern
from other methods used in general relativistic merger
simulations. While in theory simpler than many other parts of
the algorithm described in this manuscript, the practical
implementation of this communication infrastructure is one of
the main difficulties in the creation of a Monte Carlo neutrino
transport code for neutron star merger simulations. Further
improvements to this algorithm are possible: for the relatively
low resolution merger simulations with Monte Carlo transport
presented in Foucart et al. (2020), about 50% of the
computational time was spent in the Monte Carlo algorithm,
with ∼2:1 ratio between the highest computational load and the
average computational load. This is much better than if packets
are evolved on the processor responsible for the fluid evolution,
but it certainly leaves room for future improvements.

3. Code Tests

We now move to tests of our Monte Carlo implementation.
We focus on a series of simple tests for individual aspects of
our algorithm, as well as a few more challenging shock tube
tests and a more complex test for the evolution of neutrinos
partially coupled to the fluid that uses initial conditions based
on the result of a core-collapse simulation. We note that
additional tests of many aspects of this algorithm can be found
in Foucart (2018), including detailed tests of the behavior of
our code in regions of high scattering opacity and of neutrino
advection by the fluid. As the treatment of scattering in our
simulations has not changed since that publication, we do not
repeat these tests here. A short neutron star merger simulation
(ending 5 ms after merger) using Monte Carlo transport was
also presented in Foucart et al. (2020).

3.1. Emitting Sphere: Relativistic Beaming

We begin with a test that is quite simple for a Monte Carlo
algorithm yet very inaccurate when using the coupled two-
moment/Monte Carlo methods that we proposed in Foucart
(2018). We consider a ball of unit radius with κa= κs= 0 and a
constant emissivity η inside the ball. We emit packets
isotropically in a boosted reference frame with velocity v/
c= 0, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9 along the x-axis. If θ is the angle between
the direction of propagation of a packet and the x-axis in the
simulation frame, q¢ is the same angle within the boosted
emission frame, and all neutrinos have energy n¢ in the
emission frame, then
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with ν the energy of neutrinos in the simulation frame. The
distribution function of neutrinos as a function of qcos is
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as q¢ =f cos 1 2( ) for isotropic emission. From there, we can
calculate any projection of the neutrino distribution function. In
Figure 1, we compare numerical results and theoretical
predictions for the normalized distribution of energy as a
function of θ. Theoretically, we expect
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Figure 1 shows qg cos( ), with the results binned in 80 equal
intervals in qcos . Each simulation includes∼ 105 packets. We
see that the numerical results closely match the theoretical
distribution function.
We can go further and actually compare the observed errors

with the expected sampling noise in our simulations. If a bin is
filled with Nb packets, the relative statistical error should be
~ -Nb

1 2 (at 1σ). In Figure 2, we show the distribution of
statistical errors for the 320 bins available to us (80 bins × 4
simulations), normalized to their expected 1σ errors. We see
that the resulting distribution of errors is reasonably close to the
expected Gaussian.

3.2. Propagation in the Schwarzschild Metric

For our second series of tests, we consider the evolution of
neutrino packets in the Schwarzschild metric, for a black hole
of mass MBH. We begin with a simple test that provides us with
an estimate of the accuracy of the evolution of the
4-momentum of neutrinos: a single cell of the fluid grid has
nonzero emissivity, while κa= κs= 0 everywhere. We then
verify that pt is conserved by comparing its value at the time of
emission to its value for packets leaving the computational
domain. Analytically, pt is a conserved quantity, but as we do
not take advantage of that symmetry in our code and instead
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simply evolve px,y,z, the change in pt is a reasonable estimate of
the error in pμ.
Our finite-difference grid covers the region [2.5,

12.5]× [−2, 10]× [−2.55, 2.45] with 100× 120× 50 cells.
We use standard Schwarzschild coordinates with
G=MBH= c= 1. For MBH∼ 3Me, this corresponds to a grid
spacing Δx∼ 450 m, which is coarser than the resolution
typically used in merger simulations close to a black hole or
neutron star (∼100–200 m). We emit neutrinos from a cell
centered on the point (5.05, 5.05, 0). We then repeat this test at
higher resolution (dividing Δx by 2).
The resulting errors in pt are plotted in Figure 3. We see that

for most packets the relative change in pt is well below 1%.
Considering that we are currently using tables for neutrino
−matter interactions with ∼10–20 energy bins only, that level
of error in pt is unlikely to be significant. The only packets
showing larger errors are the ones escaping the computational
domain at low radii. We also see a clear decrease in the error
when going to higher resolution, although convergence is slow.
This is expected given the low-order numerical methods used
in this work.
We also see that the error in pt is comparable to the

discretization error due to the use of a constant value of the
metric within a cell. The true value of pt within the cell should,
for constant neutrino energy in the emission frame, have a finite
width, which we can calculate analytically as we know the

Figure 1. Normalized energy distribution of neutrinos for the emitting sphere
test. We show numerical results (blue bins) and analytical expectations (black
lines) for emission frames boosted by v/c = 0, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9 (from top to
bottom). Figure 2 shows that errors in this plot are consistent with the expected
statistical noise from Monte Carlo methods.

Figure 2. Distribution of statistical errors for the results presented in Figure 1,
normalized by the expected standard deviation for events following Poisson
statistics (blue), and expected distribution of these errors (black, normalized
Gaussian of unit width). We see that the errors are consistent with theoretical
expectations.

Figure 3. Conservation of energy in our Monte Carlo code, tested by
propagating packets emitted with a fixed energy from a single cell of our
computational domain (see text). Top: histogram of the ratio of the conserved
quantity pt for packets observed as they leave the grid to the expected value of
pt for packets emitted at the center of the emitting cell. We show results for two
grid resolutions, with the grid spacing changing by a factor of 2 between
resolutions. The dashed lines show the expected spread in the value of pt due to
the finite size of the emitting cell. Bottom: same ratio as in the top panel, but
now shown for all observed packets, as a function of the radius at which they
leave the grid. We see that outside r ∼ 6M the intrinsic spread in pt expected
from spatial discretization errors is larger than the error in pt at the time of
observation. The error in pt becomes slightly larger close to the black hole.
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metric and grid size. We see in Figure 3 that this width is of the
same order as the final error in pt. We can thus only say that the
propagation error is at most comparable to the discretization
error, and it may very well be smaller. As a result of this test,
we see that our algorithm properly captures gravitational
redshifts, and we get a first indication that the propagation of
packets along null geodesics is performed accurately.

We now move to a more direct test of the fact that packets
follow the correct trajectory in the Schwarzschild metric. We
consider the same computational domain as in our previous
low-resolution test, but we now emit neutrinos isotropically in
the comoving frame of an observer moving with ui= (0, 100,
0) within the region x ä [4, 4.6], y ä [0, 0.1], z ä [−0.05, 0.05] (
i.e., a region one cell wide in y and z). This practically forces
the emission of nearly all packets along the y-direction. We
then compare the time of arrival and position of the packets to
theoretical expectation for the motion of particles along null
geodesics. Packets are observed as they cross the y= 2.75
plane; the results of this test are plotted in Figure 4. We see that
there is very good agreement between theoretical expectations
for the trajectory and numerical results.

Not too surprisingly, our results are not as good when
considering the underresolved vertical structure of the beam.
Physically, the width of the beam should decrease, with all
packets reaching z= 0 around x= 0. In practice, this does not
happen when the beam is only one cell thick and we use the
value of the metric and of its derivative at the center of a cell
everywhere in that cell. Packets within a cell centered on z= 0
do not experience any vertical acceleration, and the beam thus
has constant vertical thickness. In Figure 5, we show the
vertical structure of the beam when increasing its vertical
thickness from 1 cell to 2, 5, and 6 cells (keeping the cell size
constant and the beam symmetric with respect to the equatorial
plane). We see that unphysical subgrid features appear at cell
boundaries. These are large for beams 1–2 cells wide and less
prominent for better-resolved beams. Using values of the
metric interpolated to the true location of a packet would
improve our results, though at a significant computational cost.

Overall, these tests performed in the Schwarzschild metric
show that, at the current level of accuracy of numerical
simulations, the propagation of packets along null geodesics is
unlikely to be a significant source of errors, even with the low-
order methods used in this manuscript.

3.3. Pair Annihilation in Crossing Beams

To test our implementation of pair annihilation, we now
consider beams of neutrinos crossing at different angles. We
use a rectangular grid covering [−1.2, 1.2]× [−1, 1]× [−0.2,
0.2], with grid spacing Δx= 0.01 and G= c=Me= 1. Each
beam is emitted from a 0.2× 0.02× 0.01 region, with
neutrinos emitted isotropically in a reference frame with a
Lorentz factor γ= 1000 with respect to the simulation frame.
This creates a beam of neutrinos narrowly centered along the
direction of motion of the emission frame with respect to the
simulation frame, but with a nearly uniform distribution of
energy in the range [0, 2000ν0] (for neutrinos of energy ν0 in
the emission frame). We always create that beam in the region
z ä [−0.01, 0.01], with the z component of the velocity of the
emission frame set to 0.

We start with a single beam propagating along the x-axis. In
the emission region, η= 10−13 for n n,e ē, and νx. We find a
negligible annihilation rate, as expected for neutrinos and

antineutrinos propagating along the same direction. More
precisely, the annihilation rate is about six orders of magnitude
smaller than when using crossing beams (see below).
We then move to two beams with the same emissivity

η= 10−13, but crossing at angles θ= 45°, 90°, 135°. As θ
increases, the annihilation rate increases. More specifically, if
the energy density of nē in a single beam is Jē, then the effective
opacity of the region where the two beams interact is, for
electron neutrinos of energy ν,

k
p

n q» -
C cG

J
3

1 cos . 79a
F

e,pairs
pair

2
2¯ ( ) ( )

Figure 4. Test of the propagation of a radiation beam in the Schwarzschild
metric. Top: geometry of the problem. The beam originates at y = 0 and
propagates along null geodesics to x = 2.75. The red lines show where the
beam is emitted and observed. Middle: distance to the center of the black hole
for Monte Carlo packets exiting the computational grid at low (black) and high
(red) resolution (10 times more packets). Dashed blue lines show theoretical
expectations for the width of the beam. Bottom: time at which Monte Carlo
packets escape the computational domain. Dashed blue lines show the range of
theoretical expectations (the inner part of the beam exits the grid faster than the
outer part). At late times, we expect constant neutrino luminosity. In the two
lower panels, we note the decrease in sampling noise at higher resolution.
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If we neglect the changes in Jē due to pair annihilation and the
interaction region has length L, we then have

=n n
k-L L e , 80L

,0e e
a,pairs ( )

with n nL L, ,0e e the luminosity of the beams with and without
accounting for pair annihilation. The same result holds for the
luminosity of nē, while for νx we should replace Jē with Jx/4
and use the value of Cpair appropriate for heavy-lepton
neutrinos. Overall, this leads to an annihilation rate of heavy-
lepton neutrinos that is ∼20 times smaller than the annihilation
rate of electron-type neutrinos. A more accurate calculation
replaces Jē in the computation of κa,pairs by its true value after
pair annihilation, which can be done easily be integrating along
the direction of propagation of the beams. We use that
improved estimate in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, we compare theoretical predictions for the
neutrino luminosity to our numerical results. We note that our
setup allows us to study quite naturally changes in the
annihilation rate with the neutrino energy ν, as our relativistic
beams produce a wide range of neutrino energies. We find very
good agreement between the theoretical predictions and our
numerical results. We note that the theoretical predictions are
here derived under the same assumptions as the cross section
used in Section 2.5.4, i.e., considering only annihilation of nn̄
in e+e− pairs, neglecting the mass of the electron, and ignoring
blocking factors.

With this setup, we test both the annihilation of neutrinos in
the Monte Carlo code and the way in which we compute the
neutrino stress-energy tensor; errors in the stress-energy tensor
could easily lead to significant annihilation rates in the single-
beam test, or errors in the annihilation rates when using
multiple beams.

3.4. Treatment of High-opacity Regions: Spherically Symmetric
Tests

In Section 2.7 we presented an approximate treatment of
regions of high absorption opacities, aimed at limiting the cost
of simulations without significantly impacting the energy
density and diffusion rate of neutrinos. We can test the error
introduced by this modification of the evolution equations on
relatively simple spherically symmetric configurations for
which we can explicitly evolve the equations of radiation

transport. In spherical symmetry, and for neutrinos of a given
energy, the distribution function F(r, μ) only depends on the
radius r and the parameter m q= cos , with θ the angle between
the direction of propagation of the neutrinos. In flat space,
Boltzmann’s equation is then
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the energy density. This can easily be written in conservative
form if we define =F r F2˜ , =J r J2˜ , h h= r2˜ :
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Discretizing this equation on a two-dimensional grid in r, μ, we
can treat the flux terms explicitly using upwind reconstruction
and the source terms implicitly by separately evolving the
energy density J̃ ,

h k¶ + = -J J... , 84t a˜ ˜ ˜ ( )

and the difference between F and J at a given μ, G= F− J,

k k¶ + = - +G G... . 85t a s˜ ( ) ˜ ( )

Figure 5. Vertical structure of the beam observed in Figure 4. The initial
vertical width of the beam is [−0.05, 0.05] (1 cell), [−0.1, 0.1] (2 cells),
[−0.25, 0.25] (5 cells), or [−0.3, 0.3] (6 cells). The packets are observed at
x = 2.75M, where the beam should be ∼65% of its initial width. Unphysical
features in the distribution function observable at cell boundaries decrease in
amplitude as the beam becomes more resolved; they do not, however, entirely
disappear.

Figure 6. Ratio of the average luminosity in νe, nē to the luminosity in νx for
our crossing beams tests with θ = 45° (red plus signs), θ = 90° (black circles),
and θ = 135° (blue crosses), plotted as a function of the neutrino energy
divided by the Lorentz factor γ = 1000. Dashed lines show theoretical
expectations. In these tests, we emit an equal number of neutrinos at
ν = 48 MeV and ν = 142 MeV in the emission frame. For each simulation, this
plot uses ∼ (7 − 8) × 106 Monte Carlo packets. The noise in the simulation
result is due to the random distribution of neutrino momenta in the emission
frame, which leads to noise in the energy distribution of neutrinos in the
simulation frame.
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In both cases, the (...) represents the flux terms, which are
treated in the explicit part of the time step. This provides us
with a convenient test bed for the treatment of high-opacity
regions, as we can easily compare results using the correct
neutrino−matter source terms η, κa, κs to results using the
approximate values h k k¢ ¢ ¢, ,a s defined in Section 2.7.

We start with an idealized configuration: a sphere of radius rs
= 10, outside of which η= κa= κs= 0. Inside, we consider
two regions: an outer one with κaΔr= 0.2 and an inner one
with κaΔr= 2, with Δr= 0.2 the grid spacing (we also use
Δμ= 0.02). We then evolve the equations of radiation
transport with the exact η, κa, κs and compare to the results
of a simulation with h k k¢ ¢ ¢, ,a s corrected in the inner region so
that h k h k¢ ¢ =a a, k¢ Dr 1a  , and k k k k+ = ¢ + ¢a s a s (see
Section 2.7). In Section 2.7, we argued that the two methods
should give similar results if the inner region (where we apply
our correction) is well inside of the neutrinosphere. To test this
claim, we place the boundary between the inner and outer
regions at optical depths τtrans= 0 (no outer region), τtrans= 3,
and τtrans= 5. Figure 7 shows the relative error in the neutrino
luminosity resulting from the use of h k k¢ ¢ ¢, ,a s. This figure
shows first a transient as the system evolves from F= 0 to a
quasi-equilibrium configuration and then a time-independent
solution at later times. When the corrected region covers the
entire emitting sphere (τtrans= 0), errors are large: 50% relative
errors during the transient (not shown), and ∼8% relative errors
in steady state. But the error drops quickly as we move the
boundary between corrected and uncorrected regions deeper
into the emitting sphere. When that boundary is at τtrans= 5, we
get errors of less than 1%.

In our merger simulations, we have τtrans 3, with even
larger values away from the polar regions. In mergers, we also
benefit from the presence of a nonzero scattering opacity and
the fact that the opacity inside the neutrinosphere rises much
faster than in our simplified test. Both of these effects lead to
smaller deviations between the true neutrino energy density and
the equilibrium energy density, which should reduce the error
induced by our approximate treatment of high-opacity regions.

To better approximate this error, we consider a spherically
symmetric profile for η, κa, κs, with values taken from the polar
axis of our BNS simulation using Monte Carlo transport (using
a snapshot at the end of the simulation presented in Foucart
et al. 2020). For simplicity, we consider an energy-integrated
emissivity and energy-averaged opacities (weighted by the
equilibrium energy spectrum of neutrinos). Figure 7 shows the
resulting relative errors in the neutrino luminosity for all
neutrino species. We see that these are much smaller than in
our simplified test problem: =1% for all species during the
early-time transient, and10−4 in steady state! This provides
us with confidence that, for the interactions considered so far
(no inelastic scattering), our approximate treatment of high-
opacity regions does not significantly impact our numerical
results (finite-resolution errors, e.g., are much larger than the
errors shown in Figure 7). We note that the above results are
obtained using Δr= 200 m, to match the resolution of our
merger simulation, and Δμ= 0.02. The error due to our
approximate treatment of high-opacity regions becomes ∼2
orders of magnitude higher when the resolution is decreased to
Δr= 400 m, Δμ= 0.04 (at which point the approximation is
used much closer to the neutrinosphere). This confirms the
importance of only using our implicit Monte Carlo prescription
well inside the neutrinosphere: if our method is used with
overly coarse spatial resolution, or limits κaΔx to values well
below 1, this method will introduce much more significant
errors in the evolution.

3.5. Optically Thick Sphere in SpEC

In the previous section, we discussed the error introduced in
the analytical solution of the radiation transport equation when
using our approximate treatment of high-opacity regions. We
now turn to a test allowing us to study the error in finite-
resolution simulations, both with and without the use of
approximate transport equations. We consider a uniform sphere
with fixed emissivity η and absorption opacity κa, and with
κs= 0. The sphere has radius rs= 1, and we vary the resolution
between Δx= 0.05 and Δx= 0.025. We first consider the case

Figure 7. Relative error in the neutrino luminosity when using our approximate treatment of high-κa regions. Left: idealized setup where we vary the optical depth
τtrans at which we begin to apply the correction. We see that as τtrans increases, the error rapidly decreases, down to 1% for τtrans = 5. Right: realistic profile for η, κa,
κs, taken from the polar axis of a binary neutron star simulation, 5 ms post-merger (Foucart et al. 2020). Errors due to the use of implicit Monte Carlo techniques are
very small in this case (=1%).
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κa= 10 (Figure 8), for which we always have κaΔx< 1. In this
case, we do not use our approximations for the treatment of the
high-opacity region. We also find that the main source of error
in the simulations is not the finite grid resolution; instead, it is
the value of Δtcell, the parameter that determines how far a
packet can move outside of a given grid cell before we start
using the values of κa,s in its new cell. Most packets are
moving toward a region of lower absorption opacity; thus, if
Δtcell is large, we effectively overestimate the optical depth of
the fluid to neutrinos. This is a particularly large effect in the
idealized configuration used here, as the absorption opacity
changes from κa= 10 to κa= 0 instantaneously. We see that
for our standard choice of Δtcell this introduces a 5% error in
our solution. This error is largely independent of the spatial
resolution of our simulation (although this is only true because
the change in κa is not smooth). If we instead reduce Δtcell to
0.03Δx (the value typically used in high-opacity regions), the
relative error in the energy density decreases to less than 0.5%.
We note that larger errors are observed around r= rs owing to
the averaging process used to calculate the neutrino energy
density in our simulations.

We then move to a sphere with total opacity τ= 40. In this
case, a single grid cell has opacity τcell= 2 at our lowest
resolution, and τcell= 1 at our highest resolution. As we use an
approximate treatment of high-opacity regions when τcell> 1,
this probes the transition between using that approximate
treatment and evolving the full radiation transport equations.
The results are shown in Figure 9, for various resolutions Δx.
We see that at low resolution the combination of finite
resolution, approximate treatment of high-opacity regions, and
finite Δtcell leads to relative errors of ∼15%. At our highest
resolution, the relative error is only ∼2%.

An error of 15% would be significant in merger simulations,
as differences between Monte Carlo and two-moment transport
are ∼10%–20%. However, we have shown that this is clearly a
worst-case scenario for our methods, which we do not expect to
encounter in merger simulations. In practice, the opacity will

vary more smoothly, significantly reducing the errors due to the
finite value of Δtcell, the finite grid spacing, and the treatment
of high-opacity regions (see previous section).

3.6. Shock Tubes

One-dimensional shock tubes can also provide us with a
relatively simple setup to test our MC code. We consider three
configurations taken from Farris et al. (2008), as adapted for
full transport codes by Ohsuga & Takahashi (2016). In each
test, we use a grid resolutionΔx= 0.0125, with two grid points
in the y- and z-directions and periodic boundary conditions
along those two axes. We use a time step Δt= 0.25Δx. We
note that while Ohsuga & Takahashi (2016) solve these tests in
(1+1) dimensions (x and the angle between the x-axis and the
neutrino momenta), we evolve the full 3D equations and do not
zero the y and z components of the velocity. We use the
equation of state P= ρT, u= P/(Γ− 1), with P and u the
pressure and internal energy of the fluid, respectively, and Γ the
adiabatic index, which varies between tests. We consider
neutrinos in a single energy bin and only emit νx, so that there
is no coupling with Ye (our code is then practically equivalent
to a photon transport code). The scattering opacity is κs= 0,
the absorption opacity κa= ρK (with K varying between tests),
and the emissivity η= ρaeffT

4, with aeff chosen to get a desired
equilibrium energy density Jeq= η/κa in the fluid frame. We
then compare our results to those published in Ohsuga &
Takahashi (2016) and, as in Ohsuga & Takahashi (2016),
verify that in the end state of our simulation the neutrino
distribution is a solution to the one-dimensional, time-
independent equations of radiation transport
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Figure 8. Top: energy density of neutrinos in steady state for a spherically
symmetric emitting sphere of radius rs = 1 with optical depth τ = 10. We show
the analytical solution (dashed blue line), as well as results using our standard
prescription for the time Δtcell that a packet can spend outside of its original
cell before we modify the value of κa,s used for its evolution (black circle) and
a more accurate simulation using a shorter Δtcell (see text). All simulations use
Δx = 0.025. Bottom: relative error in the energy density of neutrinos for the
same test. For the sharp change in κa used in this test, the choice of Δtcell is the
dominant source of error in our evolution.

Figure 9. Same as Figure 8, but for a sphere with optical depth τ = 40 and
varying the grid spacing (using our standard prescription for Δtcell). At low
resolution Δx = 0.05, each cell has an optical depth τcell = 2 and thus uses our
approximate treatment of optical depth region, setting κa = κs = 20 instead of
κa = 40, κs = 0. At high resolution, τcell = 1 and that approximation is not
used. For the sharp transition between optically thick and optically thin regions
used in this test, the combination of finite Δtcell, finite resolution, and
approximate treatment of absorption leads to ∼15% errors at low resolution,
i.e., about twice the error in Figure 7. The solution does, however, converge as
we increase resolution.
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with g = + u1 x
2 and vx= ux/γ. We solve this equation

numerically.
In our 3D evolutions, ρ, T, ui, and J are initially constant on

each side of the x= 0 plane, with a discontinuity at x= 0.
Monte Carlo packets at t= 0 are drawn from an isotropic
distribution in the fluid frame, with energy density J= Jeq. We
use frozen boundary conditions for ρ, T, ui. We also redraw the
Monte Carlo packets from an equilibrium distribution function
in the fluid frame in cells at the end of our computational
domain. We place the outer boundary far enough from the
discontinuity in the initial conditions to avoid any effect from
reflections at the outer boundary on the regions that we
observe. When solving the 1D transport equations, we simply
assume f= feq for the incoming radiation field (i.e., on the left
boundary for μ> 0 and on the right boundary for μ< 0), with
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We note that these tests are the only ones in this manuscript
to directly test momentum exchanges between neutrinos and
the fluid.

3.6.1. Nonrelativistic Strong Shock

In this first shock tube test, we consider a stationary shock
with a sharp discontinuity and radiation pressure much smaller
than the gas pressure. Specifically, for x< 0 we use ρ= 1,
P= 3× 10−5, ux= 0.015, Jeq= 10−8, while for x> 0 we have
ρ= 2.4, P= 1.61× 10−4, ux= 0.00625, Jeq= 2.51× 10−7.
The adiabatic index is Γ= 5/3, and the specific opacity is
K= 0.4. The radiation pressure is thus∼ 10−3P. We use 106

neutrino packets and a domain spanning x ä [−20, 20], i.e.,
3200× 2× 2 points, and an average of ∼80 packets per grid
cell. As we are performing a full 3D evolution, we do not
evolve for as long as Ohsuga & Takahashi (2016), but instead
stop at time t= 50. Over that time frame, the shock front
remains stationary (i.e., does not move by more than a grid
cell). The density shows oscillations at the 20% level within
x ä [−1, 1] and is otherwise constant. In that same region, the
temperature varies at the ∼5% level, and ux at the 2% level,
while |uy,z| 10−8 everywhere. The energy density and flux
density of neutrinos in the simulation frame, as well as the
Eddington factor in the fluid frame (Dxx= Pxx/J, with Pxx the
pressure along the x-axis in the fluid frame), are shown in
Figure 10 and compared to the solution of the time-dependent
radiation transport equation. In this figure and all other shock
tube tests, moments of the neutrino distribution function at a
point are calculated using all packets within Δx= 0.1 of that
point (i.e., 8× 22= 32 grid cells). Our results are very similar
to the full transport solution of Ohsuga & Takahashi (2016) and
agree with the steady-state solution within the sampling noise
of the simulation. We note that Ohsuga & Takahashi (2016)
found that in this test the main difference between full transport
methods and approximate transport methods was the Eddington
factor profile; as in Ohsuga & Takahashi (2016), our Eddington
factor is in excellent agreement with the steady-state solution.

3.6.2. Radiation-pressure-dominated Shock

We now move to a test where neutrino−matter coupling
plays a much more important role. We start with ρ= 1,
P= 6× 10−3, ux= 0.69, Jeq= 0.18 for x< 0 and ρ= 3.65,
P= 3.59× 10−2, ux= 0.189, Jeq= 1.3 for x> 0, with Γ= 5/3

and K= 0.08. The radiation pressure is thus now∼10P. We
use 6× 106 neutrino packets and a domain spanning x ä [−90,
90], i.e., 14,400× 2× 2 points, and an average of ∼100
packets per grid cell. In this case, the equilibrium shock
structure is significantly modified by the presence of radiation.
The initial sharp discontinuity in the solution becomes a wider,
resolved, radiation-pressure-dominated shock. In Figure 11, we
show the fluid density, fluid velocity, neutrino energy density,
and neutrino momentum density in the simulation frame, and
the Eddington factor in the comoving frame at t= 50. As in the
previous test, we also compare our results with a time-
independent solution of the radiation transport equation, using
the density, velocity, and temperature profiles at t= 200 in our
simulation. We find again good agreement between the MC
simulation and this steady-state solution and between our
solution and Figure 13 of Ohsuga & Takahashi (2016). We
note that, due to the difference between this steady-state shock
solution and our initial conditions, we observe a strong
transient overdensity traveling in the positive x-direction,
located at x∼ 40 at t= 200. This transient was not present in
the M1 solution of Farris et al. (2008), as they initialize their
simulation from an exact equilibrium solution of the radiation-
hydrodynamics equation; we start instead from an out-of-
equilibrium shock that settles into an equilibrium solution. The
system nevertheless equilibrates to a steady-state solution with
the desired asymptotic values of the fluid density and neutrino
distribution function. This test uses an average of ∼100 packets
per grid cell, which is similar to the number of particles used in
optically thick regions of our merger simulations. As in the
previous test, we do not explicitly impose uy,z= 0, but we find
that the code maintains |uy,z| 0.01.

3.6.3. Relativistic Shock

Finally, we consider a shock tube test with relativistic
velocities and temperature and with radiation pressure

Figure 10. Nonrelativistic strong shock. We show the radiation energy density
(top) and momentum density (middle) in the inertial frame, and the Eddington
factor (bottom) in the fluid frame. Black circles show the results from our
Monte Carlo code, while the solid red line is the solution to the time-
independent radiation transport equation for the given fluid variables.
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comparable to the gas pressure. We start with ρ= 1, P= 60,
ux= 10, Jeq= 2.0 for x< 0 and ρ= 8.0, P= 2340, ux= 1.25,
Jeq= 1130 for x> 0, with Γ= 2 and K= 0.3. The fluid is
significantly more relativistic than what we typically consider
in merger simulations; in fact, in order to perform this test, we
have to turn off our usual limits on the ratio Tμ νnμnν/ρ*
between the energy density of the fluid in the inertial frame and
its rest mass density in the inertial frame. We use 106 neutrino
packets and a domain spanning x ä [−40, 40], i.e.,
6400× 2× 2 points, and an average of only ∼40 packets per
grid cell. As in the previous test, the solution relaxes from the
sharp discontinuity in the initial conditions to a relaxed steady
state with a resolved shock. Figure 12 shows the state of the
simulation at t= 100 and can be compared to Figure 14 of
Ohsuga & Takahashi (2016). This is a very challenging test for
our code: the relativistic speeds and high temperatures involved
in this test are more extreme than what we typically encounter
in the bulk of merger simulations, and, more importantly, the
radiation is both dynamically important and fairly poorly
resolved (as can be seen from the large shot noise in the
Eddington tensor, even after aggregating all packets within 32
neighboring cells!). In this test, we also only maintain
|uy,z| 0.15. The fact that this evolution is stable, recovers
the correct average value for the radiation distribution function,
and results in profiles for the fluid variables similar to those
obtained by Ohsuga & Takahashi (2016) indicates that even the
low-cost Monte Carlo simulations used so far in neutron star

mergers can handle relativistic shocks with significant radiation
pressure without introducing large errors in the simulation.

3.7. Spherical Core-collapse Profile

Finally, we consider a more complex set of tests that allows
us to test our implementation of the coupling between the fluid
and the neutrinos. This is the main aspect of our algorithm that
is expected to be important in merger simulations, yet it is not
tested by the simpler setups considered so far. We initialize our
simulation using a snapshot of the post-bounce remnant of a 3D
core-collapse simulation (Ott et al. 2006), averaged onto a 1D
spherically symmetric profile. We assume that the fluid is at
rest and the metric is Minkowski. We then evolve the equations
of radiation transport, accounting for energy transfer and
composition changes in the fluid due to neutrino−matter
interactions. We do not evolve the equations of hydrody-
namics, nor do we deposit linear momentum into the fluid.
Practically, this means that the temperature T and electron
fraction Ye evolve owing to emission/absorption/scattering of
neutrinos, while the fluid density and velocity are kept
constant. This setup has been used in a number of tests of
neutrino transport algorithms, e.g., in Abdikamalov et al.
(2012) and Foucart et al. (2016b).
We evolve this system at three different resolutions Δx= (6,

3, 1.5) km while also varying the desired number of packets per
species nr,target= (1, 8, 64)× 106 and the desired number of
packets in optically thick cells nc,target= (25, 100, 400). Our
grid is a cube extending between [−300, 300] km in each
direction, and we evolve the system for 15 ms. We note that

Figure 11. Radiation-pressure-dominated shock. Same as Figure 10, but for
the radiation-pressure-dominated shock tube test. We additionally show the
result of our coupled radiation-hydrodynamics evolution for the fluid density
and x-component of the 4-velocity in the bottom two panels; the fluid profile is
similar to that found in Ohsuga & Takahashi (2016).

Figure 12. Relativistic shock. Same as Figure 11, but for the relativistic shock
tube test.
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these are fairly low resolution simulations compared to what is
typically used for neutron star mergers. In mergers, we use
Δx 200 m and can thus resolve the neutron star and the
region around the neutrinosphere better than in this test. As a
result, the region of the simulation covering the proto-neutron
star (r 30 km) is very poorly resolved in this simulation; we
are more concerned with the semitransparent and low-density
regions in this test. The value of nc,target and the number of
packets present in regions where neutrino−matter interactions
are frequent are, on the other hand, comparable to what we
used in our published merger simulation using Monte Carlo
transport (Foucart et al. 2020). We compare our results with
those of the GR1D code.14 The GR1D simulation uses a 1D
spherically symmetric grid with Δr= 1.5 km and is thus more
adapted to the geometry of the system than our Cartesian grid.

With these simulations, we can test the convergence of the
code. We note, however, that there is no known analytical
solution to this problem, and that GR1D itself uses an
approximate two-moment formalism for radiation transport.
The GR1D results are, however, in agreement with the Monte
Carlo results from Abdikamalov et al. (2012). What we are
testing here is thus consistency between different numerical
implementations of the equations of radiation transport, as well
as the size of finite-resolution errors in our simulations, rather
than the convergence of the simulations to a known analytical
solution to this problem.

Figure 13 shows the convergence of our Monte Carlo code
with increasing resolution for the neutrino luminosity measured
at the boundary of our computational domain. We see
convergence of the average value of the luminosity, as well
as a decrease in the noise present in the simulations as we
increase the number of Monte Carlo packets. Considering the
low resolutions and number of packets used in this test, this is
generally encouraging. We should, however, note one
important apparent disadvantage of the Monte Carlo algorithm:
the evolution timescale of the remnant, most easily observable
through the decay timescale of the νe luminosity, converges
fairly slowly. The approximate two-moment scheme that we
used in previous simulations generally showed faster conv-
ergence of that evolution timescale at similar resolutions
(Foucart et al. 2015), with even simulations with Δx∼ 6 km
capturing that timescale as well as the higher-resolution Monte
Carlo simulations presented here. At high resolution, we find
good agreement with the GR1D results, with differences at
early times due mostly to the fact that SpEC measures the
neutrino flux at the boundary of a cube, while GR1D measures
the neutrino flux at the boundary of a sphere inscribed in
that cube.

Figure 14 shows the fluid temperature T and electron fraction
Ye, 8 ms into the evolution. This allows us to test the coupled
evolution of the fluid and neutrinos in our simulations. In these
profiles, the inner region is a dense neutron star, surrounded by
a hot shocked region at r∼ 20 km. For 20 km r 100 km,
neutrino emissions dominate over absorptions, causing the
stellar envelope around the remnant to cool. For
100 km< r< 150 km neutrino absorptions dominate over
neutrino emissions, and the temperature of the fluid increases
over time. The electron fraction mostly evolves in the
75 km< r< 150 km, where the fluid becomes progressively
more proton rich. We find good agreement between all Monte

Carlo simulations and GR1D on these features. The evolution
of the electron fraction is typically better resolved in our Monte
Carlo simulations than in comparable simulations using an
approximate two-moment scheme (Foucart et al. 2015, 2016b),
while the heating region is well modeled by all simulations.
Looking at the temperature, we find again that the cooling
timescale of the Monte Carlo simulation is convergent, but it
converges more slowly than for moment simulations. Inside the
proto-neutron star (r 20 km), our simulations are significantly
underresolved and there is noticeable shot noise in the values of
T, Ye at low resolution. Short-timescale variations of the fluid
profile in these regions do not strongly impact the evolution of

Figure 13. Neutrino luminosity for all neutrino species in our simulation of a
spherically symmetric core-collapse profile. We show results at three
resolutions using our standard computational methods, as well as results from
the GR1D code. The difference in the rising timescale of the luminosity is a
consequence of the fact that luminosities are measured at the boundary of the
computational grids, which is a sphere for GR1D and a cube for SpEC. We find
otherwise good convergence of the solution, in terms of both the average value
of the luminosity and the amplitude of the shot noise.

14 https://stellarcollapse.org/
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the outer regions or the total luminosity, as their effect is
typically smoothed over the (longer) diffusion timescale.

This relatively complex test provides us with an interesting
environment to test the impact of many approximations made
in our Monte Carlo scheme. We thus perform another set of
simulations, varying numerical methods. We start with a set of
simulations identical to our standard case, except that the time
step taken by a Monte Carlo packet is not reduced when that
packet gets close to a grid cell boundary. This was the method
used for merger simulations in our previous work (Foucart
et al. 2020). Using this method leads to a mild reduction in the
luminosity of νe and nē (10%) and a more significant
reduction in the luminosity of heavy-lepton neutrinos (20%–

40%, depending on resolution), most likely due to sharper
opacity gradients for heavy-lepton neutrinos. Error cancella-
tions unfortunately led to this method performing better than
our improved algorithm at low resolution, especially for the νx
luminosity and cooling timescale of the remnant, yet at our two
highest resolutions it is clear that it leads to larger errors in the
νx luminosity. The evolution of the fluid variables T, Ye is
generally consistent with the results obtained with our current
default algorithm. From this test, we conclude that it is possible
that part of the difference in νx luminosity observed in Foucart
et al. (2020) between Monte Carlo methods and the two-
moment formalism (a factor of 2 reduction in luminosity) was
due to a suboptimal choice of time step for the evolution of
Monte Carlo packets. On the other hand, we note that Monte

Carlo simulations of a post-merger remnant performed in
axisymmetry with a separate code also found higher νx
luminosity with Monte Carlo methods than with a two-moment
scheme, indicating that the higher luminosity may very well be
physical (Sumiyoshi et al. 2021).
We also consider simulations keeping Δx= 3 km constant

and varying other aspects of the algorithm. First, we increase
by a factor of 2 the target number of packets per cell and per
species (nc,target) and the total number of packets per species in
our computational domain (np,target). We find a reduction in
shot noise, but otherwise no impact on observables. We also
vary the minimum scattering optical depth k¢Dts c beyond which
we use our diffusion approximation, increasing it by a factor of
10. This has no noticeable effect on the results. Finally, we
consider changes to the maximum absorption optical depth
k x¢ D =ta c beyond which some emissions and absorptions are
approximately replaced by elastic scatterings, as well as a
reduction of the time step used by the Monte Carlo algorithm
(which also results in higher maximum values for k¢a). We find
that when using k¢ D >t 1a c , the accuracy of the solution
deteriorates; specifically, the cooling timescale, as measured by
the decay rate of the neutrino luminosity, becomes significantly
longer. For k¢ Dt 2a c  , the luminosity can even start growing
on timescales of∼5 – 10 ms. This happens even when the time
step is chosen so that k¢ Dt 1a  . If we increase the spatial
resolution at constant k¢ Dta c, the solution still improves, but
we find best results when k¢ D ~t 0.5 1a c – . Practically, it seems
that allowing a larger maximum value of k¢a in this test leads to
larger discretization errors, and that while these discretization
errors converge away as the grid spacing is reduced, they are
more significant than errors due to the use of approximate
methods in high-opacity regions (which is probably not too
surprising given the results of the high-opacity tests presented
in the previous section). This indicates that even if we could
afford to increase k¢a while maintaining the stability of the code,
it may not be practically desirable to do so in merger
simulations.

4. Summary

In this manuscript, we presented the implementation of a
cheap Monte Carlo radiation transport code in the SpEC merger
code. This implementation has a cost comparable to that of our
two-moment scheme and to the evolution of the fluid variables
themselves (Foucart et al. 2020). The main ingredients required
to make these evolutions affordable are the following:

1. The ability to distribute Monte Carlo packets across
compute cores rather than tying their evolution to the
evolution of the fluid. This is crucial considering that the
Monte Carlo algorithm has very large fluctuations in the
number of packets present per cell of the fluid grid.

2. The ability to adaptively choose how many packets are
emitted in a given fluid cell, fixing both the total number
of packets on the grid and the number of packets
sampling the near-equilibrium neutrino distribution in
optically thick regions. This allows us to limit both
computational costs and sampling noise in the hottest/
densest regions.

3. An approximate treatment of scattering events in regions
of high scattering opacities, taking advantage of the fact
that the evolution of the neutrino distribution function

Figure 14. Fluid electron fraction (top) and temperature (bottom) for the same
simulations as in Figure 13. We also show profiles at t = 0, for reference. All
quantities are measured along the x-axis. The neutrinosphere, if calculated by
weighting the absorption opacity by the equilibrium energy density of
neutrinos, is located at r = (57, 45, 21) km for n n n, ,e e x( ¯ ). We enter the
region where κaΔx = 1 at r = (45, 33, 15) km in the high-resolution
simulation, if we consider the energy-averaged κa. The optically thin and
semitransparent regions are consistent between simulations, while the most
optically thick regions are underresolved and inaccurately evolved in this test.
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approximately follows a diffusion equation in these
regions.

4. An approximate treatment of absorption and emission in
regions of high absorption opacities, which effectively
limits the mean free path of packets to about one grid cell,
without changing the equilibrium energy density and
diffusion timescale of neutrino packets. This is the
strongest approximation used in our algorithm.

5. The use of low-order methods for the propagation of
neutrinos along geodesics, to avoid costly interpolations
of metric and fluid variables to the true location of a
packet.

We improve on the algorithm used in Foucart et al. (2020)
by allowing Monte Carlo packets to move from one grid cell to
another during a single time step instead of always using the
values of the metric, fluid variables, and cross sections
applicable to the cell where they started a time step. We find
that this improvement leads to noticeably smaller errors in the
diffusion rate of neutrinos in high scattering opacity regions. In
merger simulations, this should mostly impact the luminosity
of heavy-lepton neutrinos. We also propose a simple method
allowing us to account for neutrino–antineutrino pair annihila-
tion in low-density regions without calculating cross sections
for each individual pair of neutrino packets. This new
algorithm will allow us to straightforwardly take into account
pair annihilation in future merger simulations without having to
rely on analytical approximations for the momentum distribu-
tion of neutrinos.

We provide both analytical estimates of the errors introduced
by these methods and numerical tests of our algorithm. As long
as the high absorption opacity regions where we limit the
absorption opacity of neutrinos are well inside the neutrino-
sphere, we expect the approximations proposed in this
manuscript to have only a small impact on simulations. The
dominant source of errors in simulations is most likely the
spatial discretization of the fluid variables. Rapid changes in
the fluid density, temperature, and composition indeed lead to
rapid changes in neutrino−matter interaction rates and in the
equilibrium density of neutrinos. In current merger simulations,
where the surface of the post-merger remnant can be poorly
resolved (if it is a neutron star) and shocks/turbulence lead to
variations of the fluid variables on scales similar to the grid
spacing, this is likely to be a more important effect than errors
in the propagation, emission, absorption, or scattering of
neutrinos.

Monte Carlo simulations using our relatively cheap imple-
mentation should perform very well in semitransparent and
optically thick regions, getting rid of some of the main errors
present in moment simulations (energy and momentum
closures) while allowing us to robustly implement new physical
effects (pair annihilation). In our tests, Monte Carlo simulations
do, however, have higher errors in the diffusion rate of
neutrinos in high-opacity regions than moment simulations.
This is not particularly surprising, but it indicates that Monte
Carlo simulations may become less accurate for long evolu-
tions, when the cooling timescale of the remnant becomes more
important than the distribution of neutrinos around it. This
trade-off may be possible to avoid with mixed moment/Monte
Carlo methods (Foucart 2018), if mixed evolutions can be
performed stably, robustly, and cheaply in the future.
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